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ABSTRACT
Examining Student Perceptions of the Transitional Services School Counselors 
Provide to College-Bound Individuals With and Without Learning Disabilities in 
the Areas of Self-Awareness, Self-Advocacy, and the Law
by
Gillian Elisa Wells
Dr. Beatrice Babbitt, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor of Special Education 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
College-bound students with and without learning disabilities were surveyed, 
to examine their perceptions o f the transitional services provided by school counselors 
in the areas of self-awareness, self-advocacy, and the law. It appears that both groups 
are receiving some transitional services. Self-Awareness, self-advocacy, and the law 
are three components that are not covered by school counselors who work with 
students. In a majority of cases students cite family and other professionals as the only 
assistance they receive in these areas.
ui
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The thought o f higher education for most high school students seems like a 
distant goal, yet the reality is that the preparation for college has already begun. 
Whether they realize it or not, it is evident in the classes the students choose and the 
activities in which they participate. That is why proper guidance becomes a critical 
issue in the development of our youth. Nationally, 50% of students with learning 
disabilities graduate high school with a diploma, and 73% o f students without learning 
disabilities graduate high school with a diploma (National Center for National 
Statistics, personal communication, March 5, 1996). In comparison, the Clark County 
School District reports only 38.4% o f the learning disabled population graduated with 
a diploma and 69.1% of students without learning disabilities graduated with a 
diploma (A. Barclay, personal communication, July 2, 1996).
In the class of 1995, 62% of all High School graduates nationally went on to 
college (National Center for Educational Statistics, 1996). In a study by the United 
States Department o f Education, 1.3% of that total were learning disabled (1992); in 
other terms, for every 10,000 students, 280 will have been diagnosed with a learning 
disability. Out of those 280 students with a learning disability only one will graduate 
with a four year degree (U. S. Department of Education, 1992). Three-fourths of 
teens not classified as learning disabled will earn a High School diploma, two-thirds of
1
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2the three-fourths will go to college, about one half o f them will receive a bachelors or 
higher degree (U.S. Department o f Educational Research and Improvement, 1995).
One must ask why aren't more students attending and completing college? 
Could it be that the transitional services provided during high school are minimal or 
nonexistent? Do the services offered appropriately meet the needs of the students?
Are they offered to the students too late? Who is providing these services, and do 
they have the proper training? Are the students requesting services they may need, or 
are they unaware of their needs and their rights? Are they even guided toward college 
as an option? These are key questions that may help us resolve some unanswered 
issues.
Graduating and going to college is more than an accomplishment, it is a 
process. It is a process that can be influenced by family encouragement, high school 
programs, transitional services, community support, and student readiness (Halpem, 
1993). This process does not come without challenges that are faced by all students 
between the ages of 18 to 25 (Speckman, Goldberg, and Herman, 1992). According 
to Speckman, Goldberg, and Herman (1992), the challenges students face are, "Living 
arrangements, college attendance, career decisions, expectations for independence and 
emotional maturity, goal setting and self-direction, and social relationships" (p. 161).
In addition, students want their own independence, while fearing the responsibilities 
and uncertainties that accompany it, sending them on an emotional ride (Heckscher, 
1993). This awkward period in one's life can be overwhelming, as well as confusing.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and without proper guidance, isolating. Students' expectations o f the real world may 
be reliant on false perceptions o f parents or friends, leaving them inadequately 
prepared to face the many challenges that lay ahead.
In a society where a four-year degree or specialized technical degree may 
enhance the quality of life, all students deserve the right to receive the same 
educational services that would allow them the opportunities to gain these 
enhancements. As defined in the law, “transition services are designed within an 
outcome-oriented process, which promotes movement from school to post-school 
activities, including post-secondary education, vocational training, integrated 
employment (including supported employment), continuing and adult education, adult 
services, independent living or community participation” (Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act Amendment of 1997 Reauthorization, Statutory Reference Section 
602, 30(a) ). Provisions under the law, access to services, and proper 
guidance can open doors once thought to be shut to students. Whether or not 
students choose to further their education after high school, comprehensive 
transitional services, which examine vocational and educational avenues, need to be 
incorporated in the curriculum.
The intent o f this study is to better understand what transitional services 
college-bound students with and without learning disabilities are actually receiving, 
and who is providing them. This chapter will focus on current transitional trends and 
the school counselors' influence in the areas of self awareness, self-advocacy, and the
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4law. The second chapter details the collection o f  data on the students' perceptions of 
the transitional services they have experienced. The third chapter reports the research 
findings that are relevant to the thesis. Lastly, the fourth chapter summarizes the 
findings fi’om the research and presents implications for further research in this area. 
Appendixes will contain materials fi’om the study and the data collected.
Importance o f Post-Secondary Education 
According to the U.S. Department of Education parents resource book 
Preparing Your Child For College. (1996-1997), a college education provides 
students with an expanded knowledge base, a better understanding of their 
community, increased job opportunities, and greater income. Fourqurean, Meisgeier, 
Swank and Williams (1991) describe the competition students face in the world of 
work by stating "the highly competitive technological economy that has emerged 
offers prosperity to those with advanced skills, while the trend for those with fewer 
marketable skills is to scramble for unsteady, part-time, low-paying jobs” (p.400).
Aune and Price (1992) indicated that success in American society heavily relied on at 
least a bachelor's degree. In a society where college degrees are strongly 
recommended to help individuals compete for employment, we do not leave our 
population many options. Future trends in society indicate that students will need to 
attain advanced degrees in order to successfully compete for a job (Dowdy, Carter, 
and Smith, 1990). In a study conducted by Greenbaum, Graham and Scales (1996)
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5which examined social status and employment after college for individuals with 
learning disabilities, they found college to have a positive effect on learning disabled 
students resulting in better paying and higher status jobs. The reality is that the 
growing number of individuals with learning disabilities are unemployed, underpaid, 
unengaged with the community, and limited in independent functioning (Patton and 
PoUoway, 1992). When students leave high school or college without a 
degree/diploma the cost to the American people is phenomenal (Ryan and Price,
1992). The above statements are a battle cry for the need for transitional services.
Laws
Due to laws, resultant educational services, and economic demands of society 
for a more highly educated workforce, increasing numbers o f  students with and 
without learning disabilities are attending college. The sudden influx of students with 
learning disabilities seeking services has forced secondary and post-secondary 
teachers, administrators, and support staff to gain knowledge of the rights, 
responsibilities and policies for servicing individuals with learning disabilities 
(Brinckerhofi^ Shaw & McGuire, 1993). The Education for all Handicapped Children 
Act, P.L. 94-142 which was implemented in 1975, guarantees that all children, 
regardless o f the disability, are entitled to a free and appropriate public education in 
the least restrictive environment (Brinckerhofl^ Shaw & McGuire, 1993). This law was 
amended by Public Law 101-476 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act in 1990
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6which emphasized the importance of transitional services (Brinckerhofl^ Shaw & 
McGuire, 1993). It was then reauthorized in June o f 1997. The Reauthorization of the 
Individuals with Disabilities Act Public Law 105-17 altered some of the current law. 
Other laws, such as Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and The Americans 
With Disabilities Act of 1990, have also played important roles in the educational 
advancement of individuals with disabilities. Under these laws, individuals with 
disabilities are given an opportunity to access and achieve the same goals as 
individuals without a disability.
Transitional Services 
The implementation o f Public Law 105-17 impacts the transitional services 
offered to students with learning disabilities in K-12 settings. It requires a statement 
of the transition service needs, focusing on the child’s courses of study by age 14 
(Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997, Statutory 
Reference Section 614 (d)(l)(A)(vii)(I) ). At age 16, a statement of needed transition 
services for the child including a statement of interagency responsibility or linking of 
any transition services is needed (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
Amendments of 1997, Statutory Reference Section 614 (d)(l)(A)(vii)(II) ). It also 
requires a statement that the child has been informed o f the rights under IDEA that 
will transfer to the child once they reach the age o f majority which in Nevada is 
eighteen (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997, Statutory
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7Reference Section 614(d)(1)(A) ).
In other words, prior to the age of 14, a statement o f the child's course of 
study needs to be incorporated into the I.E.P. By the age o f 16, the I.E.P. team is 
required to incorporate a statement o f the child's needed transition services and the 
agencies who will provide those services. In the Clark County School District 
(C.C.S.D.) a booklet, "A Transition Plan" was developed to help meet the transitional 
needs of students with disabilities. Although not required under federal law, the 
C.C.S.D. has developed the Graduate Profile, a series o f materials, to help students 
with and without disabilities to the start to thinking about the many transition options. 
This packet is available through the school counselor.
Lack of Transition Planning
Although it appears that there are transitional services and materials available, 
a recent study. University o f  Oregon Follow-Along Project (UOFP), using 
populations fi’om Oregon and Nevada, found that nearly half o f the students labeled 
learning disabled, or emotionally disturbed did not have their transition planning needs 
addressed (Halpem, 1992). More than half of the students in the survey indicated 
vocational training and post-secondary education as the two greatest areas of 
transition needs (Halpem, 1992). The teachers in the study offered three possible 
reasons why identified transition needs are unmet. The three reasons are: " (1) 
services were not available to address the need; (2) the student dropped out o f school
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8before the need could be addressed; and (3) the student and the family were not 
interested in addressing the need" (Halpem, p.4). It is interesting to note that 
teachers perceived the failure to address the transition needs o f  students, to be due to 
decisions made by the student or the family members (Halpem, 1992). Students may 
be unaware or unable to access the transition services offered at the high school level, 
which can have drastic repercussion tor the students. The University o f Oregon 
Follow-Along Project found fifteen percent o f students with disabilities, and 
thirteen percent of students without disabilities were arrested while in high school 
(Doren, 1992). One third of students with disabilities and one quarter o f students 
without disabilities were beaten or hit. Forty percent of students without disabilities 
and thirty three percent with disabilities use alcohol. This study also found emotionally 
disturbed and/or individuals with learning disabilities were more likely to be beaten, 
arrested, use alcohol or drugs than any other disability group in school (Doren, 1992). 
Social adjustment is a cmcial part of students successful transition into their 
communities (Doren, 1992).
In a culture where teenagers are exposed to many negative influences, from 
violence to drugs, being aware of one's own needs and goals can be the foundation to 
a healthy productive society. This is where school counselors' influences can play a 
vital role in the development of our youth. According to the University of Oregon 
Follow-Along Project Study, examining related services, counseling was needed by the 
highest percent o f students in Oregon and Nevada (Herr, 1992). She further goes on
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9to report that the majority o f students with specific learning disabilities were perceived 
by teachers to need no related services. As a whole, a large number of students with 
disabilities, who needed counseling services, either received insufficient services or no 
service at all (Herr, 1992). It is these misconceptions about students that perpetuate a 
lack of well needed transition services.
Comparative Study Outcomes 
In the University of Oregon Follow Along study titled Hopes and Dreams o f 
Students with Disabilities As They Prepare to Leave School, 80% of students without 
disabilities expected to attend college in comparison to 50% of students with 
disabilities (Halpem, 1992). Students with and without disabilities share many 
common hopes and expectations, and as Halpem further states, almost all students 
with and without disabilities expect to be employed within five years o f leaving high 
school, live independently, be married and starting a family (1992). He also reports 
most students with and without disabilities were employed their last two years o f high 
school working long hours for low pay. Most of the jobs the students held were not 
found through a school related service, they found them on their own, through a family 
member, or a fiiend (Halpem, 1992). When students work that many hours in an 
unrelated field, while going to high school, their educational potential is effected. The 
hopes and dreams of students will not become a reality unless specific transitional 
programming is developed to meet the needs of all students.
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Comprehensive Model 
In order to facilitate appropriate transitional services one must understand 
and meet the various needs of individuals with and without disabilities through 
comprehensive and collaborative programs. According to the National Joint 
Committee on Learning Disabilities (1987), comprehensive transition planning is 
necessary in order to participate in a college setting. The need for comprehensive 
transitions planning is stated several times in the literature by various 
authors (Sitlington, 1996; Dalke & Schmit,1987; Dowdy, Carter& Smith, 1990).
The Comprehensive Model below has been compiled by the author from many 
sources in the literature (Dalke & Schmitt, 1987; Siperstein, 1988; Aune, 1991; Ryan 
& Price, 1992; Dalke, 1993). It includes elements that were repatedly recognized by 
transition professionals as important to a complete transition model. The model is 
intended to meet the total needs o f all individuals and provide services that are 
appropriate. Due to differences between individuals with learning disabilities and 
individuals without learning disabilities some of the components may differ.
Comprehensive Transition Model
Transition Services- The transition services should begin in
the ninth grade.
Assessment- The assessment should be formal and
informal to help insure foil understanding 
of the individuals needs and direction.
I.E.P./I.T.P - The Individualized Education Plan and
Individualized Transition Plan should be 
developed through a collaborative
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Self-Awareness-
Self-Advocacy-
Compensatory Skills-
Accommodations-
Interpersonal Skills-
Post-secondary Awareness-
Career Awareness-
CoUaboration-
approach o f constantly setting goals and 
revising, as well as, developing a 
curriculum base suited for the needs of 
the individual. The I.E.P./I.T.P. team 
should include the student and the 
parent.
The individuals should have a clear 
understanding of their learning 
disabilities and/or their strengths and 
weaknesses.
The individuals should know their 
strengths and weaknesses. They should 
be able to advocate their needs to 
professors and understand their rights 
under the laws.
The individuals should be taught learning 
strategies, time management, 
organization skills, and life span skills. 
The individuals should be aware of the 
services offered at the college level, be 
aware of their needs, and be able to ask 
for those services.
An environment should be offered where 
students are allowed to role play various 
college scenarios.
The counselor should match the 
educational needs of a student with a 
post-secondary institution. They should 
inform the student about admission 
requirements and policies (open/special), 
orientation, course work- remediation, 
basic courses or individuals with learning 
disabilities, pre-enrollment courses, 
financial aide, housing, and realistic 
college expectations.
Counselors should be able to work with 
students on their interests and vocational 
goals.
This is the working partnership between 
student, parents, transition case manager, 
guidance counselor, school psychologist.
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social worker, resource room teacher, 
special education facilitator, coach, 
rehabilitation counselor, and post­
secondary learning disabilities specialist.
Follow-Up- This is the part of the program that
actually helps to bridge the gap between 
high school and college. Each individual 
keeps in contact with the counselor or 
designated person from high school for a 
period o f time to insure that the student's 
needs are still being met.
This comprehensive collaborative model, if developed and implemented properly, can 
be very valuable to the transitioning o f all students.
Comprehensive Collaborative Programs 
The literature appears to agree that comprehensive collaborative programming 
is very beneficial to the positive outcomes o f students. Balock and Patton (1996) 
state, "Transition planning for students with learning disabilities must be 
comprehensive in nature, addressing all the major areas of adult fimctioning: 
employment, continuing education, daily living, health, leisure, communication, 
interpersonal skills, self-determination, and community participation" ( p.l 1).
In the past, transition models were developed for individuals with severe 
disabilities because it was believed that individuals with learning disabilities and mild 
disabilities could succeed in post-secondary settings without specialized services 
(Dunn, 1996; Blalock, Patton, 1996). Differing from the above opinion, current data 
as well as the law mandate that students with learning disabilities need transitional
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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services in order to go on to post-secondary success.
CoUe&g-Programs
With the establishment of P.L. 101- 476 which calls for early transition 
planning and Individualized Transition Plans, monies were designated to develop 
transition programs. Unfortunately, of the 75 projects federally funded for the 
transitioning of students with learning disabilities at the secondary level from 1984 to 
1990, 54 programs are no longer actr/e fRojewski, 1992). Although national 
attention has been focused on secondary transition programs, they have not been able 
to meet the needs of students with learning disabilities (Aune, 1991).
Some examples o f comprehensive college transition programs are Project 
ASSIST (post high school). The LD Transition Project (high school), and the Y.E.S. 
program (high school). Project ASSIST (Adult Services Supporting Instructional 
Survival Tactice) at University of Wisconsin-White water is a federally funded 
program consisting of three areas; orientation, five week transition program, and a 
follow-up program (Dalke, 1993). The program is designed to help students better 
prepare for the changes that come about fi'om moving fi'om one environment to 
another. Some of the components of the program are a college study skills course, 
campus and community awareness, psycho social skill enhancement, fall course 
advisement and registration, career awareness, and exploration (Dalke, 1993). It 
appears that Project Assist is a valuable transitional program.
The LD Transition Project is a federally funded project which utilizes a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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counselor as the case manager. These individuals work with the students on various 
needs from junior high school until first year o f college (Aune, 1991). Futher noted are 
reports the interventions used in the models are, "Understanding strengths and 
weaknesses, awareness o f post-secondary requirements, exploring career options, 
selecting a college, using study skills strategies, using accommodations, developing 
self-advocacy skills, and improving personal skills" (p. 181). According to Aune 
(1991) participants report better understanding o f accommodations they may need, a 
stronger knowledge base of post-secondary options, acknowledgment of their learning 
disabilities and greater study habits. Lastly, the Y.E.S. Program (Your Educational 
Success) which is run through the Clark County School District, has been in effect 
since 1990. The program serves sixty students with learning disabilities per year. The 
goals of the Y E S .  program are to, "Develop awareness of career/vocational 
opportunities, identify post-secondary educational opportunities, demonstrate 
motivation and independence skills required to achieve career goals, demonstrate 
positive self-concept and self-esteem, identify individuals own learning styles, acquire 
appropriate compensatory skills to accommodate learning styles and disabilities, and 
develop self-advocacy skill for the individuals own learning needs” (C.C.S.D.
Brochure). It meets two days a week at the Community College o f Southern Nevada.
School to Work Programs
In 1994, President Bill Clinton signed the School-To-Work Opportunities Act
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which combines many existing programs and uses the workplace as a place to learn 
(Training & Development, 1994). The School-To-Work program combines work 
with learning in hopes o f  preparing students to enter the workforce and to pursue 
college. An example o f the comprehensive approach is a program developed by local 
schools in partnership with Ford Motor Company (Training and Development, 1994). 
The program was developed to give high school graduates the basic and technical 
skills they needed, in order to produce a generation o f motor vehicles. High school 
students take four semesters o f accredited Ford Academy Manufacturing Sciences 
along with their general studies. The students are then placed in specialized summer 
internships. They feel they are providing students with skills that will serve them well 
whether they go into the work world or go on to post-secondary education (Training 
& Development, 1994).
Career Transition Programs
Some transition programs focus on career planning and college entrance 
requirements. The College/Career Resource Center in West Columbia, South Carolina 
is a facility where students can attain information about various colleges (Bond and 
Woodall, 1994). Bond and Woodall (1994), state the counselors in the program 
encourage parents and students to plan early for college. They further indicate that 
computers match hobbies and talents with career choices, what skills students need, as 
well as comparing the background of students with scholarships. Counselors also help
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students and parents with college curriculum, financial, and scholarship information 
(Bond and Woodall, 1994). The district, Lexington Two, has already seen a 21% 
increase in the high school students applying for higher education since the 
college/career resource center was established (Bond and Woodall, 1994).
Transitional Planning 
According to Ira Goldberg, a Clark County School District High School 
Counselor, transition planning begins when the students enter the ninth grade. He 
further goes on to explain that students are counseled every year so that a graduate 
profile can be developed on the student. During this time, students and counselors 
discuss the many options available to the students, whether it is educational or 
vocational. The school offers various functions for students and parents fi'om parent 
night to financial aid night (Personal Communication, April 16, 1996).
Myths Related to Learning Disabled Students 
For individuals with learning disabilities, post-secondary preparation should 
begin in the ninth grade and include assessment and one-on-one counseling in the areas 
o f self awareness, self-advocacy, and the law (Vogel, 1993). Often times, according 
to Reiff and defur (1992), educators are hesitant to place importance on transitional 
services for individuals with learning disabilities. Some of the myths behind these 
thoughts are that individuals with learning disabilities do not have trouble attaining 
employment. Another myth is that individuals with learning disabilities graduate fi'om
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high school, therefore, acquiring the same academic preparation as other graduates.
A common myth is that students with learning disabilities do not have trouble 
transitioning because they have average to above average intelligence (Reiff and defur, 
1992). An additional myth is that students with learning disabilities obtain their high 
school education within the regular education program, and would prefer general 
education classes over vocational training. In fact, many students with learning 
disabilities are leaving the school system without vocational training and often times 
the general education teachers do not focus on career education (Reiff and defur,
1992). Cynthia Herr (1992) found, in a recent study, 71% o f individuals with 
disabilities wanted more vocational classes, electives, or life skills courses. Lastly, 
Reiff and defur (1992) commented that the invisible disability has lent itself to 
misconceptions that may placate the seriousness of the disability (Reiff and defur,
1992). Educating teachers, counselors, and other individuals who work with learning 
disabled students about the disability may dispel many of the misconceptions.
Transitions Teams
In ninth grade, the transition team should form and exist until the senior year 
(Aune & Johnson, 1992; Mazzuca, 1983). In a 1992 article by Aune and Johnson, 
setting goals for the transition team should begin by looking, at "Academic goals and 
remediation o f  skills to planning for employment or post-secondary education"
(p.223). The student and the transition team should work together on the
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Individualized Transition Plan, to set up various goals that need to be met before 
appropriate transition can take place. Cowen (as cited in Brinkerhoff, 1996) explains 
the goals of transition planning are to understand what a learning disability is, 
understand your disability, learn about rights under the law, take the appropriate 
classes for college, explore vocation resources, and become independent. According 
to a paper that was developed by the National Joint Committee on Learning 
Disabilities (1996), transition planning is an activity centered around the student with 
a collaborative approach. With the help o f the school counselor, special education 
facilitator, regular education teacher, parents, as well as many more individuals, the 
student can realize his goals.
Blalock (1996) takes the notion of transition team and incorporates it with the 
community. The hope is to improve secondary and post-secondary services through 
partnerships to help students with life choices (Blalock, 1996). He goes on to 
explains that community transition teams can enhance all students’ secondary services 
and preparation for post-school.
Role o f School Counselor 
The individuals who actually provide the service are just as important as the 
program itself. This is especially true when high school students are at an age where 
they are vulnerable and rely heavily on extrinsic influences. For individuals with 
learning disabilities, it is often the counselor's influence that helps to determine the
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student's success or failure in transitioning (Skinner and Schenck, 1992). The school 
counselor's view of a student's ability can significantly influence whether or not the 
student deems college as a viable option for them (Dickey and Satcher, 1994). Dickey 
and Satcher (1994) recently conducted a survey in which forty-eight school counselors 
were sent a case scenario of a student who had maintained good grades, participated 
in extracurricular activities, and had a learning disability. The school counselors were 
then asked to rank which post-secondary option was most appropriate for this 
individual; a)on-the-job training b) vocational training c) college training d) work- 
adjustment training, and e) direct-job-placement. They selected vocational training as 
the most appropriate option for the student in the same study. Post-secondary 
opportunities may be limited if school counselors do not believe college is the 
appropriate choice for individuals with disabilities (Dickey and Satcher, 1994).
All students who are planning to go on to college or to the job market should 
be able to utilize the school counselor's broad knowledge base. The role school 
counselors play in the transition planing for students with a learning disability is critical 
for students to make a successful transition (Satcher, 1993). Their expertise in the 
area of colleges, compensatory skills, self-awareness skills, self-advocacy skills, 
interpersonal skills, and counseling techniques makes them a viable and important 
choice for guidance. Especially at the high school level, their role in offering 
information to students in the areas o f course selection, career opportunities, test 
results, colleges and scholarships, as well as, counseling, consulting, coordinating
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and appraising is vital to the student (Schmidt, 1993). In addition, they can offer 
aptitude testing, career interest inventories, and other assessment tools which will help 
students become more aware of themselves and enhance future goals (Schmidt, 1993; 
National Association o f College Admission Counselors, 1991).
The bottom line is schools can provide transitional services that will help the 
student become more informed and give them a sense of independence. They along 
with the help o f trained individuals can select a college that will fit their needs and 
allow them to succeed.
Lack of Students Preparation 
Time and time again, the literature suggests that individuals with and without 
learning disabilities, graduating high school and seeking a college degree, are 
unprepared to face the challenges that lay ahead. Mangrum and Strichart (1988), 
claim that students with learning disabilities have insufficient knowledge o f content 
areas, underachieve in basic skills, do not understand their learning disability, have 
trouble with interpersonal relationships, and have little understanding o f what college 
is. Added to this, students with learning disabilities are moving to an environment 
where there is one teacher to approximately one hundred students, tougher 
competition academically, new personal support, and greater independence (Dalke and 
Schmidt, 1987; Ryan and Price, 1992). In a comparison between high school and 
college, Brinckerhoff notes that students spend 6 hours per day in high school
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whereas in college students only spend 12 hours a week in college but study 3 to 4 
hours a day (1996). Besides that, the rules of the educational game change. Students 
are expected to monitor their attendance, work habits, and social life and are 
accountable for their actions (Dickie and Farrell, 1991). Areas o f weakness for 
students with learning disabilities along with the demands o f college help to contribute 
to the high incompletion rate of post-secondary education among students.
Other Perceptions o f the School Counselors Role 
In a 1993 study by Judith Slater students indicated that they selected a college 
based on the school counselors recommendation. Another study conducted by 
Johnson, Stewart, and Eberly (1991), indicates that school counselors rank near the 
top for where students go to get information. Schmidt (1993) believes that the role of 
the school counselor should advocate appropriate educational planning and 
programming for all students with no regard to their backgrounds and preparedness 
for school. In a statement by the National Association of College Admission 
counselors (1991) school counselors should be able to demonstrate good counseling 
and communication skills, be able to understand and encourage student's development 
and achievement, transition students, and guide them toward recognizing their 
potential, serve different cultures, special needs of students and their families, display 
professional and ethical demeanor in their roles, understand all aspects o f data, 
illustrate advocacy and leadership in furthering the interest o f students, and
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incorporate pre-college guidance and the counseling element into the total guidance 
program.
Reasons for Lack of School Counselor Services 
Cameron (1989) feels that school counselors cannot keep up with the pace of 
providing a wide range o f transitional services to individuals with learning disabilities. 
Weiss (1993) offers several possible reasons for the absence of school counselors in 
the transitioning of students with learning disabilities. Since it was not always the case 
for counselors to take special education training, he reports that the school counselors 
questioned their ability to help these students. A 1983 position paper for the National 
Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities described the lack of training and preparation 
individuals who work with learning disabled adults had. Another reason suggested, 
was Public Law 94-142 increased the amount o f students special education serviced. 
Other professionals in that area took on more responsibilities which included 
counseling, lessening the counselor's role in these individuals lives (Weiss, 1993). 
Finally, Weiss (1993) explains that the additional paperwork involved in working with 
these students becomes a burden.
Heggoy and Grant (1995) found learning disability teachers and school 
counselors understand their own roles in school, as well as, each others role in 
school, but they lacked understanding how their roles could be integrated, thus 
meeting the needs of individuals with learning disabilities. Cameron (1989)
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agrees that a lack of knowledge o f adult services in the preparation of transitioning 
students with disabilities is an important issue. Collaboration with other professionals 
and services may help to filter out the many responsibilities school counselors face in 
the time allotted to them. School counselors' ability to collaborate with many 
individuals will allow them more understanding o f the students needs and how to 
design effective programs (Schmidt, 1993). Boyer (1988) is convinced that if 
individuals want to see improvements in the transitioning fi'om school to post­
secondary education, more support needs to go to the school counselors. Stanciak 
(1995) adds the students’ needs are not being met and reformation of the guidance 
program must happen so that the counselor can serve all children.
Recommendation for the School Counselor 
The literature offers many suggestions to define the school counselor's role 
when working with students with and without learning disabilities. Mangrum and 
Strichart (1988) recommend high school counselors (a) give students realistic 
assessment of their potential for college (b) provide students with information about 
college learning disabilities programs (c) help students make application to learning 
disabilities programs (d) help students get ready for college admission interviews 
(e) develop interpersonal skills (f) provide career advisement (g) help students 
understand their learning disabilities (h) teach students to be there own advocates 
(i) help students understand their rights (pp 196-197).
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Brodelt (1982) feels the school counselor must work with students to help 
define their career goals and their expectations. He stresses the importance of 
assessing the students individual abilities, working with students one-on-one and in 
groups to provided them with information so that they may make a good college 
choice. Brobelt (1982) concludes by pointing out the importance o f follow- 
up work in relation to evaluating the services the school counselor provided.
School counselors can play an important role in the transitioning of students 
with learning disabilities (Satcher, 1993; Hughey, 1989). Guidance should be an 
organized program that services all students (Hughey, 1989). Hughey further explains 
that team work, communication, and organization can be tools that school counselors 
use to enhance transition for students with disabilities (Hughey, 1989). Furthermore 
school counselors have a responsibility to support total development o f all children in 
the areas of educational, vocational, personal and social development (Schmidt,
1993).
Students Role in Transitioning
Just as important as the school counselor's role in the transitioning of students 
with learning disabilities is that of the student. As a matter of fact, the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act emphasizes the need for self-determination skills (Field, 
1996). The act requires the student to be present and their interest be taken into 
account, when transitional services are to be provided (Field, 1996). This allows
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students to create attainable and desirable goals. Success in post-secondary education 
depends on the student's motivation, their independence, self-direction, self-advocacy 
and their academic abilities (National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities, 1996). 
Miller (1988) stresses the importance of the role students with learning disabilities play 
when planning their future. The main component for success in higher education and 
employment is the student and their ability to master study and learning strategies as 
well as vocational and living skills (Brinckerhoff 1996).
Unknown challenges 
Educators agree that there are numerous adjustments that students must make 
when moving from high school to college (Dalke and Schmidt, 1987). Dalke and 
Schmidt (1987) suggest that making changes and adjusting to new situations is 
difficult for individuals with learning disabilities.
Although many learning disabled students have had special help in high school, 
some have never had their learning disability explained to them. They do not 
understand their own strengths and weaknesses and how it affects their academics 
(Ness, 1989). This lack o f knowledge may keep them from accessing and receiving the 
appropriate services.
Key Points for Successful Transition 
Aune (1991) reports on specific key points for successful transition to college
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identified in a study of 55 students with learning disabilities. They are self awareness, 
awareness o f post-secondary choices, accommodations, self-advocacy, study skills, 
and interpersonal skills. Shocking results were noted in the past year when many of 
the students initially identified for the study did not even know they had a learning 
disability, only 14% of the students had received vocational counseling, only 15% of 
the students had study skills strategy training, and many of the students were unsure if 
they had an I.E.P. or what one was (Aune, 1991). Subsequently over a three year 
span, a transition counselor, high school staff various agencies, students and their 
parents worked together resulting in 84% of the subjects becoming involved in 
education, military training, or employment full-time (Aune, 1991).
In a different study comparing successful and unsuccessfiil learning disabled 
adults, Speckman, Goldberg, and Herman (1992) found that successful adults had a 
high level of self-awareness and acceptance o f their learning disability. They also 
found the individuals to be pro-active, to demonstrate perseverance, to be emotionally 
stable, to have an ability to self reduce stress, to set goals, and to be self-directed 
(Speckman, Goldberg, and Herman, 1992; Taves & Hutchinson, 1993). Similar to 
this, Greenbaum, Graham and Scales (1996) note that one o f the keys to a successful 
occupation is knowledge about one's disability and its impact on their life. In a 
position paper of the National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities (1996) under 
students' roles and responsibilities in contributing to successful transition planning
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some suggestions were;
• Understand his or her specific LD, including its effect on 
learning and work;
• Know how, when, and where to discuss and request needed 
accommodations;
• Know rights and responsibilities necessary to prepare for and to
access post-secondary education (p. 62).
According to Hogan (1995) the more students know about themselves the easier it will 
be to make more satisfying future choices.
In order for students to prepare for the many challenges of higher education, 
learning disability, self-awareness, and self-advocacy skills need to be developed (Ryan 
and Price, 1992). The Summer Transition Project is seven workshops using a self- 
advocacy curriculum (Brinckerhoff 1994). Some of the topic areas o f the workshops 
cover understanding one’s disability, students’ legal rights, various accommodations, 
and incorporating role-playing to build a strategy plan (Brinckerhoff 1994). 
Brinckerhoff (1994) states the more students know about one’s needs and have the 
skills to advocate for themselves transitioning fi'om high school to college will be 
easier. Understanding Learning Disabilities is another program addressing similar 
issues o f self-awareness, acceptance of a disability and self-advocacy, except it is mn 
at the college level (Yuan, 1994). Yuan (1994) found after students were involved 
with this program they were more knowledgeable about their disability, strengths and 
weaknesses and how to compensate for them.
Greenbaum, Graham and Scales (1996) encourage school personnel to educate
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students with learning disabilities about the educational and vocational laws. Although 
some o f the laws that govern individuals with learning disabilities do not apply to those 
without disabilities, the fundamental rights do. Freedom o f expression, the right of 
due process, appropriate/compensatory education and the right to privacy are some of 
the laws that protect all students (Schmidt, 1993). According to Schmidt (1993) 
school counselors do help students to be more aware of the laws in school and society, 
and learn more about themselves, in hopes that students utilize the skill they are 
taught to lead a more fulfilling life.
Goals of Transition 
In an educational system where we tend to filter out the problem child, the 
changes in the law makes everyone accountable for the success or failure of a student, 
even the student themselves. Reiff and defur (1992) explain the goal o f transition is 
student independence, and the importance of the student's participation in making their 
own future decisions can not be stressed enough. They further suggest in order to help 
foster student success in a transition program one must develop the program to meet 
the student's needs. Students that take part in developing their own goals feel as if 
they gain responsibility and ownership for their future. Reiff and Deflir (1992) 
recommend allowing students to make decisions and setting goals which helps them 
become more independent, lessening the chances of learned helplessness often 
associated with individuals with learning disabilities. This will also further help to
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prepare students to address new roles and responsibilities brought about by a change 
in legal status moving from P L. 94-142 to Section 504 which requires self-advocacy 
(Scott, 1991). In the University o f Oregon Follow-Along Project, Cheryl Davis (1993) 
reports students without disabilities had more o f  an opportunity to make choices than 
students with disabilities in regard to free time activities, social groups, friends, and 
classes. All students in the study felt the area they had no power was selection o f 
classes (Davis, 1993). The future educational goals for all students includes the ability 
to be able to assimilate into society without reliance on others (Will, 1984).
Conclusion of Literature 
In order to successfully meet the transitional needs of college-bound 
individuals with and without learning disabilities one must understand the needs of the 
students. The literature offers various programs and models to help facilitate 
successful transition. Yet, having a first hand account of what transitional services 
students feel they are actually receiving, and what services they perceive school 
counselors as providing, will allow educators to better help service this population.
The literature has well established the need for comprehensive planning to 
include self-awareness, self-advocacy, and an understanding of the law, to meet the 
needs of all students. The literature also established the influences teachers, parents, 
and counselors have on students. As well as the school counselors’ broad knowledge 
base, their expertise makes them an key player in transition planning for all students.
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose o f the study is to examine student perceptions of the transitional 
services school counselors provide to college-bound individuals with and without 
learning disabilities in the areas o f self-awareness, self-advocacy, and the law. This 
research project will explore the transitional services students perceive they are 
receiving and who is providing the services.
Questions
1. What transitional services do students with and without a learning disability 
perceive they are receiving in the area of self-awareness, self-advocacy, and the law by 
the school counselor?
2. Who else is providing these services?
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are defined for this study.
Guidance Counseling - professional advice to students on appropriate curriculum and 
high school course selection matching educational and professional goals to interests 
and abilities ( Lee and Ekstrom, 1987)
Transition Services- transitional services refer to a coordinated set of activities for a 
student with a disability, that promotes movement from school to post-school 
activities, including post-secondary education, vocational training, integrated
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employment, continuing and adult education, adult services, independent living or 
community participation (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendment of 
1997 AMENDMENTS OF 1997, Reference Section 602 30(a) ) .
Post-Secondary Education- describes any formal education or training program that 
follows the high school years (Scheiber & Talpers, 1987).
Specific Learning Disability- means" Specific learning Disability" means a disorder in 
one or more of the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using 
language, spoken or written, which disorder may manifest itself in imperfect abilitv to 
listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or do mathematical calculations (Individuals 
with Disabilities Education Act Amendment of 1997 Reauthorization, Statutory 
Reference Section 602 26 (a) ).
Comprehensive Program- Comprehensive secondary services for studems with mild 
disabilities must include early transition planning and the development o f independence 
and self-advocacy skills that are critical to survival and success in post-secondary 
settings (Dexter, 1982: Shaw, Byron, Norlander, McGuire, & Anderson, 1987). 
Accommodation- means services, teaching approaches, or compensatory strategies 
that can help learning disabled students overcome or cope with their difficulties and 
express their abilities (Scheiber & Talpers, 1987).
Self-Awareness-is the ability to articulate one's own strengths and weaknesses. 
Self-Advocacy- is the ability to articulate one's own weaknesses and strengths to 
others and access accommodations.
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Public Law 105-95- ensures that all children with disabilities have available to them a 
free appropriate public education that emphasizes special education and related 
services designed to meet their unique needs and prepare them for employment and 
independent living (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendment o f 1997, 
Statutory Reference Section 601(d) (1) (A) ).
Individualized education program - means a written statement for each child with a 
disability that is developed, reviewed, and revised in accordance with section 
(Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendment of 1997, Statutory Reference 
Section 614 (d) ).
Section 504 o f the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112)- to empower individuals 
with disabilities to maximize employment, economic self-sufficiency, independence, 
and inclusion and integration in to society ( Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 
1973, 29 u  s  e .  s 701 et seq.l
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)- to provide a clear understanding and 
comprehensive national mandate for the elimination o f discrimination against 
individuals with disabilities (Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. s 
12101 et seq.l
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METHOD
In order to examine student perceptions of the transitional services school 
counselors provide to college-bound individuals with and without learning disabilities 
in the areas of self-awareness, self-advocacy, and the law, a one-on-one structured 
interview was developed. Specific questions were created to facilitate responses that 
would allow exploration into the students' perceptions of the services they received by 
high school counselors. For example, question #17 asked "Over the course of your 
high school years, what did you see the counselor for?". The responses to this 
question, along with the other thirty-four questions, attempt to provide a better 
understanding of what transitional services college-bound students with and without 
learning disabilities are actually receiving, and who is providing them.
Subjects and Selection 
Two separate populations o f  college students were interviewed for this study. 
The first group (LD group) had to meet the following criteria: (a) must be diagnosed 
with a learning disability prior to high school, (b) must be at least 18 years or older,
(c) must have attended and graduated fi’om a school in Clark County, and (d) must be 
at least a fi-eshman or sophomore in college. The second population (NLD group) had 
to meet the following criteria: (a) must be 18 years old or older, (b) must have
33
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attended and graduated from the Clark County School System, and (d) must be at 
least a freshman or sophomore in college.
The individuals with learning disabilities (LD) were personally solicited 
through the various programs and organizations within the community that work with 
individuals with learning disabilities. Out o f all the LD Programs contacted in 
Southern Nevada, the student sample was drawn from two areas; Your Educational 
Success Program (Y.E.S.), a high school to college transition program, and Clark 
County Community College's Access to Clark County Educational Support Services 
(A.C.C E.S.S.). Eight LD students agreed to participate in the study. There were 
several attempts to increase the LD pool to ten, but these were unsuccessful.
Since individuals without learning disabilities (NLD) needed to be selected 
from a pool that represented the total student population attending colleges, English 
101 was deemed the best source. Professors in the English Department were sent a 
memo and contacted in person for permission to speak to their classes and obtain 
volunteers. A total of ten NLD students volunteered to participate in the study.
Development o f Survey 
The 35 question audio-taped structured interview examines students' 
perception o f the transitional services high school counselors provide to college-bound 
students with and without learning disabilities. The survey also identifies what students 
perceive as services offered and who is offering them.
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The questionnaire developed was based on three criteria; (I) expert opinions in the 
field of learning disabilities and educational counseling, (2) information fi’om the 
literature that was relevant to the study, and (3) personal experiences the writer 
determined applied to the study. Items where the interviewer was looking for specific 
data was presented in the form of forced choice questions. The remaining questions 
were open ended.
Similar survey questions were developed for both groups. However, some LD 
and NLD survey questions vary due to experiences one group may have had over 
another. For example, in Question #31 students with learning disabilities were asked, 
"Tell me if you are in a disabilities program on campus? If so, tell me the services you 
are receiving?" The NLD group were asked, "Tell me if you are receiving services on 
campus? If so, tell me the services you are receiving?" Question content varied 
slightly due to the nature o f the differences in the two populations.
In order to examine student's perception of the services they received and who 
provided them in the area of self-awareness, self advocacy, and the law, specific 
questions were developed. For example, both populations in the first part of question 
#30 were asked, "Did the school counselor work with you on how you learn best 
according to your strengths and weaknesses?". This question was intended to analyze 
the student's perception of whether or not the school counselor made them aware of 
their abilities. Question # 32 , "Did the school counselor work with you on how to be 
a self advocate so that you can access the services you may need at a
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college/university?", examines whether school counselors are helping students 
understands their strengths and weaknesses, and how to seek accommodation if 
warranted. The third construct was the law. Due to population differences question 
#34 varied. Both questions look at the student's perception o f whether or not the 
school counselors helped them to understand their rights either under the law or in a 
college setting.
Contact and Confidentiality 
After receiving approval fi'om the Office of Sponsored Programs at the university, 
the researcher contacted Anita Stockbauer of the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas, 
Kim Brown of the Community College of Southern Nevada, Ben Toucci o f the Y.E.S. 
program as well as many other service providers for the student sample. Each group's 
representative was given a set of criteria that the students needed to meet in order for 
them to qualify for the study. Once the representatives determined which students fit 
the criteria, they compiled a list. Due to confidentiality, each subject had to be 
contacted by the representative of each of the above mentioned groups for consent. 
Then the students were either asked to phone me, or I was to call them. With the 
exception o f one student, I met with everyone I spoke with, on the telephone. This still 
left only eight subjects in the LD group.
NLD students were contacted through the English Department. After 
receiving prior permission fi'om the English 101 professors, I was allowed to speak to
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various classes asking for volunteers. Depending on the professor, I either waited for 
the students to sign up for my project or I left the sign up sheet with the professor. I 
received a total of 15 names and phone numbers. Out of the 15 names, 10 followed 
through and did not miss scheduled times.
Arrangements were made to meet at a  designated place most convenient for 
the student. This usually was either on the Cheyenne Campus of the Community 
College or at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. The interviews were conducted in 
study cubicles found in the library. There was only one home visit.
This one-on-one meeting lasted between thirty minutes and one hour. I felt it 
important to have each participant read the consent form first, and then I would review 
it with them z^ain. I always made sure that the students understood three things 
before they signed the informed consent. First, this meeting was tape recorded.
Second, there were no repercussions for discontinuing this study. Third, by signing 
the consent form they understood the information presented, and agreed to participate 
in the study. The writer always explained to each subject that the reason for taping the 
interview was due to the interviewer’s learning disability. The interviewer was not 
able to take notes and simultaneously process the information provided. The students 
were handed a packet o f questions and were instructed to follow along as each 
question and choices o f answers were read. They were also told that if they came 
across any words, phrases, or questions they did not understand, they should ask, 
and an explanation would be provided. The subjects were also instructed to pick as
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many answers as they liked on any multiple choice question. For example, on question 
#21 (What services did the school counselor provide that helped you prepare for 
college/university) the subjects were encouraged to select as many answers as they felt 
applied to their situation. Some o f the terms the students with learning disabilities 
needed explained were self-advocacy, self-awareness, high technology center, scribe 
and individualized transition plan. Some o f the terms individuals without learning 
disabilities needed to have explained were self-advocacy, self-awareness, and college 
prepatory plan.
To ensure confidentiality a number substituted for the name of the subject on 
all surveys, and audio tapes o f the interviews. All results were aggregated across 
respondents so that responses of individuals cannot be identified. All surveys and 
tapes are locked in a secured storage area when not being analyzed. On the third 
anniversary date of this thesis approval, they will be destroyed.
Data Analysis
Frequencies were run on the data to show the percentage of replies the 
students reported. Since some o f the open ended questions allowed participants to 
respond freely on various subjects, related responses were combined into relevant 
categories. For example, on question #8 which examined the hardest classes the 
student had taken in college, thirteen different responses were given. The courses 
were then collapsed into five related categories. This particular question's categories
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were based on collegiate department areas.
On some o f the questions, the students chose more than one response. In that 
case, the data was analyzed using a Multiple Response Frequency. This allows the 
reader to see the percentage of yes responses. In other words, only the responses that 
the subjects chose were analyzed and the rest of the choices were discarded. Lastly, 
Pearson Chi-Square was used to find statistical patterns between the variables.
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CHAPTERS
RESULTS
This chapter will present statistical data relating to the college-bound learning 
disabled and non learning disabled students’ perceptions o f the transitional services 
they received from school counselors to assist them in self-awareness, self-advocacy, 
and the law. First, information on the students’ background (sex, ethnicity, age, 
questions #4 and #12) will be reported. Second the college experiences of the subjects 
(questions # 8-#l 1) will be presented. Then the students’ perceptions of the services 
they received in high school and who is providing them will be reported (questions 
#14-#26). Lastly, this chapter will conclude with presenting the remaining data that 
focuses on self-advocacy, self-awareness, and the law.
Background Data
The sample included eighteen LD and NLD students. Over 66% of the 
combined population were female. Eighty three percent of the subjects were within 
the 18-20 year old range, eleven percent of the subjects were within the 21-23 year old 
range, and five percent of the subjects were within the 26 or older range. Figure 1 
shows a breakdown of the two populations by age groups. One half of the subjects 
surveyed were Caucasian. Seventeen subjects (94.4%) attended high school in the 
Clark County School District. One attended a private high school. The majority
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(75%) of the LD population was attending the Clark County Community College, 
12.5% attended the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas (U.N.L.V.) and 12.5% attended 
Palmer College. All of the NLD group was attending U.N.L. V. at the time o f the 
study. Figure 2 shows the breakdown of the combined population’s attendance at 
college.
College Experiences 
Several survey questions explored the subjects’ perceptions of their overall 
college experience (no.#8, #8a, #9, #9a, #10, & #11). Since the responses varied 
greatly in detail the researcher combined related responses into relevant categories.
Both groups reported which classes they found most diflScult. Liberal Arts 
classes (44.4%) were reported as being the hardest classes students have taken up to 
this point. Political Science, English 101, Sociology and Psychology were specific
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courses mentioned. In the above question the determination of which category a 
course belonged to was based upon the way in which U.N.L.V. classifies its courses. 
The remaining 56% of the subjects’ selections were dispersed among 
Science/Mathematics (27.8%), Business/Economics (5.6%), Hotel Administration 
(5.6%), Health Science (5.6%), Engineering (5.6%) and None of the Above (5.6%). 
In giving the reasons why the identified courses were hard, over 44% o f the subjects 
indicated subject related difiSculties. The problems mentioned ranged fi'om not 
understanding the material to the material was too technical.
Remarkably, Liberal Arts courses were also chosen most often as the easiest 
courses (44.4%). Two types o f  courses were mentioned: English and Social Work. 
The remaining courses identified as easiest were Science/Mathematics (16.7%), Hotel 
Administration (11.1%), Fine and Performing Arts (11.1%), Business/Economics
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(5.6%), Engineering (5.6%) and Other (5.6%). Student attributed professor related 
issues (30%) and their own ability (30%) as explanations as to why their classes were 
easier.
In question #10 the two populations were asked to identify the most enjoyable 
aspect o f their college experience. The LD responses fell into four categories:
Learning Experiences (33.3%), Reaching Personal Goals (33.3%), Social Aspects 
(22.2%), and None o f the Above (11.1%). On the same question the NLD responses 
fell into three categories: Social Aspects (50.0%), Independence (33.3%), and 
Learning Experiences (16.7%). The NLD group cited social aspects as the most 
enjoyable aspect o f their college experiences, while the LD group noted learning 
experiences.
When asked what is causing the most difiSculty in college (question #11) the 
LD population reported Ability Related DifiSculties (50.05'o), No DifiSculty (25.0), 
Money (12.5%) and Transportation (12.5%). The NLD group reported Ability 
Related DifiSculties (50.0%), Money (30.0%), and Social Aspects (20.0%).
The majority of both groups attributed their difiSculties in college to their abilities.
Student Perceptions
(Questions #14-#26 in this section examine the students' perceptions on the 
services they receive and who they perceived to be providing the services.
(Question #14 examines the type of educational setting those in Special
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Education may have experienced in high school. Half o f the LD group had taken 
special education classes in a resource room, 37.5% o f the group had taken special 
education classes in both a resource room and self contained room and 12.5% did not 
take special education classes. Figure 3 shows where LD students perceived they 
spent their time in special education. As expected none o f the ten NLD participants 
were educated in special education classes. Question #15 explores the LD students' 
perception on the amount o f time they spent in special education classes while in high 
school. 37.5% said they spent 0-25% of their time there, 25% said they spent 26-50% 
of their time there, 25% said they spent 51-75% of their time there and 12.5% said 
that they spent 76-100% of their time there. Figure 4 shows how much time LD 
students felt they spent in special education classes. At least half of the LD students 
felt they spent 26-75% of their time in some form o f special education from a resource
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room to self-contained.
When asked how often the school counselor was seen over the high school 
years, 37.5% o f  the LD group responded that they saw the counselor O-IO times, 
37.5% saw the counselor 11-15 times, 25% saw the counselor 16 or more times. 60% 
of the NLD group in high school saw the school counselor 0-10 times, 20% saw the 
school counselor 11-15 times, and 20% saw the school counselor 16% or more times. 
The NLD group saw the counselor less often than the LD group. Figure 5 is a 
comparison o f the LD and NLD's perception of how often they saw the school 
counselor.
Question #17 asked students why they saw the counselor over the course of 
their high school years. Subjects were encouraged to select as many choices as they
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felt applied to their situation. A Multiple Response Frequency of total population's 
responses indicated that 31.9% of the students saw the counselor for scheduling, 
25.5% for meeting educational requirements, 21.3% for transitioning to college, 
12.8% for individual counseling, and 8.5% saw the counselor for other reasons. 
Evidently students are not seeing the counselor for discipline, group counseling, 
transitioning to a technical school, or transitioning to employment. Figure 6 is a 
Multiple Response Frequency of the combined populations examining student's 
perception of services sought from the counselor.
Most of the LD respondents (87.5%) agreed that in high school their school 
counselor sat in on their individualized education plan (I.E.P.). Half o f the LD group 
(50%) reported they had an Individualized Transition Plan (I.T.P) 37.5% reported not
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having an I.T.P., and 12.5% were not sure if they had an I.T.P. Of those that had an 
I.T.P., 60% of the LD students said the school counselor sat on the I.T.P., 20% said 
that a school counselor did not sit in on their I.T.P., and 20% were not sure. Half of 
the LD students felt that they had a Individualized Transition Plan (I.T.P.) and most of 
these students perceived the school counselor as sitting on their I.T.P.
According to the NLD students, most o f  them (60%) discussed the classes they 
needed to go to college with the school counselor. Question #19 asked if anyone had 
worked with the NLD students in developing a college prepatory plan, similar to an 
Individualized Transition Plan for LD students. Seven out of ten students indicated 
that someone did work with them on a college prepatory plan, but only four out of 
seven of the NLD group said it was the school counselor. In question #20, 61% of the 
two populations combined felt that the school counselor did not help them prepare for
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Figure 6 Students’ perception o f time spent in Special 
Educational programs.
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college.
The school counselor provided a wide array of services to students. According 
to the LD participants responses in question #21, self-advocacy counseling (17.6%), 
help with college or university application (17.6%), and self-awareness counseling 
(17.6%) were services that the LD group felt school counselors provided. Other 
services included help with college selection (11.8%), writing letters of 
recommendation (5.9%), help with understanding rights under the law (5.9%), and 
study skills (5.9%). The only response not selected was help with college night.
The NLD students’ responses indicated their encounter with the school 
counselor focused more on helping with the college/university application (30.4%), 
writing letters o f recommendation (26.1%), helping with college selection (13 .0%), 
helping with parent night (8.7%), self-advocacy counseling (4.3%), help with study 
skills (4.3%), and help with financial aide (4.3%). Self-awareness counseling and 
understanding your rights under the law were the only two choices that the NLD 
students did not select as services school counselors provided to help prepare them for 
college. The top ranked responses for the LD group were self-advocacy counseling, 
help with college applications, and self-awareness counseling. While the NLD group 
selected the main service that the school counselors provided, was helping students 
with their college application.
Due to differences in the likely college experience o f the populations selected, 
college service options varied for each group in Question #22. For instance the NLD
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group was allowed to select from this list of services choices: tutoring, counseling, 
academic advising, computer services, financial aide, other, and none of the above. 
While the LD group's options were: extended time on tests, note taker, reader, scribe, 
high technology center, other, and none of the above.
The Top services that school counselors made NLD students aware of were 
academic advising (31.3%) and financial aid (31.3%). The top services that school 
counselors made LD students aware o f were extended time on tests (14.3%), note- 
taker services (14.3%), and the high technology center (14.3%). Over one third o f  
the LD responses indicated that the school counselor did not make them aware o f any 
services listed in Question #22, yet over half of those subjects indicated that the Y E S  
Program did make them aware o f  the services.
Question #24 explored whether there was anyone else besides the school 
counselor to help students prepare for college. Parents (30.8%) and Y E S.
Program (30.8%) were the top responses. As for the NLD group, 29.4% of the 
responses named other family members, other high school counselors and college 
counselors as working with them besides the school counselor to prepare for college.
The most helpful person in preparing the LD group for college was the special 
education teacher (33.3% o f the responses) followed closely by the other choices 
(parent-25%, school counselor-16.7%, other (Y.E.S. Program) -16.7%). The NLD 
found the following persons most helpful in preparing for college: regular education 
teacher (27.3%), parent (27.3%), other (27.3%) (myself family member), school
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counselor (18.2%). Figure 7 compares the response of both groups as to who was the 
most helpful in preparing them for college. Both groups responded similarly on 
question #25.
In question #26 which examines the areas student still find themselves 
needing help, the LD group’s responses appear to be spread across choices (requesting 
services=23.1%, speaking to professors=23.1%, time management=23.1%, none of 
the above=23.1, and other=7.7%). In contrast, the NLD group appears to still need 
help with time management (69.2% responses), requesting services (7.7% responses), 
speaking to professors (7.7%responses), and other (5.5% responses). Figure 8 
compares the responses o f NLD and LD students on the areas o f need. The NLD 
group indicated time management as an area they still needed help with in contrast to
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the LD group whose needs were more varied.
When asked if there were other services the school counselor could be 
providing the students, both groups overwhelmingly responded no (61.1%). Of those 
that replied that there were services that should be provided, 22.2% suggested to work 
with students on setting up goals, 5.6% suggested help with study skills, 5.6% were 
unaware o f the services the school counselor provided wdiile 66.7% gave no response
Self-Awareness
(Questions #28 and #30 probe to see if the students perceived the school 
counselors as working with them on self-awareness issues and if so how did they work 
with the student, and if not, then who was providing these services.
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In question #28, 75% of the LD subjects indicated that school counselors did 
not work with them on understanding what it means to have a learning disability. 
Instead, their responses indicated parents (25%), special education teachers (25%), a 
member of the I.E.P. team (12.5%), and the vocational rehabilitation counselor 
(12.5%) worked with them to understand their learning disability.
Due to difference in the two populations, in question #28 the NLD group was 
asked, “Did the school counselor work with you on understanding what the 
differences are between high school and college?” 80% of the NLD group responded 
no to the above question. Then in the follow up question (28a) which examines who 
worked with you, half of the NLD group indicated that nobody worked with them on 
this issue.
The LD group (87.5%) reported that the school counselor did not work with 
them on their strengths and weaknesses. They did indicate that family (18.2% 
responses), the Y.E.S. Program (18.2% responses), and a special education teacher 
(18.2% responses) did work with them to understand their strengths and weaknesses. 
80% of the NLD group stated that the school counselors did not work with them on 
else worked with them on their strengths and weaknesses. Figure 9 compares the 
NLD and LD perceptions as to whether or not the school counselor worked with them 
on their strengths and weaknesses either. Furthermore, 50% of the students said no
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one else worked with them on strengths and weaknesses. Although the questions 
differ for the two populations on question #28, the answers remain similar.
Self-Advocacy
Questions #31 and #32 explores the students' perception of the services they 
are receiving on campus, and who worked with them during high school, to help them 
be a self-advocate.
Half of the LD group are receiving services through a disabilities program on a
university or community college campus. 50% of the subjects in the NLD group are
receiving student services on a university or community college campus. Since the
second part o f question# 31 ask the subjects to list the services they receive, a
common list was developed, so that the answers could be scored in a meaningful 
order. The LD group reported receiving the following services in a disabilities
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program; note- taker (37.5%), extended time on tests (25%), tape recorder (12.5%), 
one-on-one session (12.5%), and tutoring (12.5%). In comparison, the NLD’s group 
reported receiving the following services on campus: financial aide (50%), writing 
classes (25%), English workshops (12.5%), and academic advising (12.5%).
As shown in Figure 9, 75% o f the LD group and 60% of the NLD group 
reported that the school counselor did not work with them on being a self advocate. 
30.8% of the total population indicated a parent worked with them in lieu o f  the 
school counselor.
Law
Question #34 explores the students' perception of whether or not the school 
counselors worked with these students, and if not, then who worked with them on 
being aware o f their legal rights in the educational setting. In question # 34, ‘T)id the 
school counselor work with you on understanding what your rights are under the 
laws?” Most (87.5%) o f the LD group responded no, 57.1% said no one helped them 
to understand their legal rights, while 42.9% o f the students said the Y.E.S. Program 
filled this role. 100% o f the NLD subjects reported that the school counselor did not 
work with them on their rights as students. 72.7% o f the responses indicated that 
nobody worked with these students on understanding their rights on a college campus. 
As shown in Figure 9 students perceived the school counselors as not making them 
aware of the laws. According to the majority o f the students no one made them
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aware.
Finally in question #35, when the LD subjects were asked if they felt the school 
counselor was knowledgeable in the area of learning disabilities 50% said yes, 25% 
said no, and 25% said they did not know. The NLD group’s question #35 varied due 
to the population. The question examined the student’s perception o f the school 
counselors knowledge about colleges, 40% said yes the counselor was knowledgeable, 
20% said no, and 20% said they did not know.
Comparative Statistics
Cross tabulations were run on student background and student perception 
variables to find statistical patterns within the data. Pearson Chi-Square was the 
measurement used to evaluate significance. According to Borg and Gall ( 1989), at 
times it may be permissible in exploratory studies to raise the significance level to a 
higher statistical power. In this study, the sample size is small, therefore an increase in 
the statistical power to.06 would allow the researcher to observe relationships between 
variables that might not appear with a lower statistical power.
Background Data
Question #10 asked students to list some o f the most enjoyable aspects of their 
college experience. Independence issues were cited by four NLD subjects while none 
of the LD subjects selected it showing a relationship between group membership and 
enjoyable aspects o f college (x^(l, N=18) = 4.11, p< 04). A significant relationship
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was found when comparing the group membership to reaching goals as an important 
aspect o f college. A few students (N=3) from the LD group indicated reaching goals 
as an enjoyable aspect o f college while none of the NLD mentioned it (x“( l ,  N=18) = 
4.50, p<03).
Student Perceptions 
In question #23 the NLD group and the LD group were asked if there were 
any other services the school counselor could have provided them to help prepare 
them for college. A relationship between students that felt that there were additional 
services needed from the school counselor and verbalized the services was found to be 
significant. In the LD group 16.7% claimed study skills was an area school counselors 
needed to provide, while the NLD group had 16.7% who were unaware o f the services 
school counselors provided, and 66.7% indicated they would have liked the school 
counselor to work with them on setting up goals (x^(2, N=6) = 6.00, p< 04). Group 
membership was related to areas in which students felt they still needed help. Time 
management was selected by nine out of ten people from the NLD group indicating 
there was a need to develop time management skills. Yet, 5 people from the LD group 
felt it was not an area o f need (x^(l, N=18) = 5.51, p<.01). In the same question 
(#26) students had the opportunity to select none of the above. A few students from 
the LD group felt they did not need help in college while all the NLD students felt that 
there was some area o f need (x^(l, N=18) = 4.50, p<.03).
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The perceived helpfulness of the school counselor was related to awareness of 
the service extra time on tests. LD students who indicated that the school counselor 
was the most helpful person in preparing them for college were also likely to be made 
aware of the services, extra time on tests. Students who did not perceive the school 
counselor to be the most helpful in preparing them for college were not made aware of 
the services, extra time on tests (x*(l, N=8) = 8.00, p<.0004). Similarly, the 
perceived helpfulness o f  the school counselor was related to awareness of notetaker 
services. Students who said the school counselor was the most helpful person in 
preparing them for college were also likely to be made aware of note taker services. 
While students who indicated the school counselor was not the most helpful, tended 
not to be made aware o f  notetaker services (x^(l, N=8) = 8.00, p< 004).
The preparation o f NLD students for college by the school counselor was 
related to the helpfulness o f the counselor. 20% of the NLD subjects who selected the 
school counselor as preparing them for college were also likely to choose the school 
counselor as the most helpful person in preparing them for college while 60% o f the 
NLD students indicated that the school counselor was not the most helpful person in 
preparation for college, in fact, the school counselor did not prepare them for college 
(x-(l,M=10) = 3.750, p<.05).
The perceived helpfulness o f counselors was related to a range of services.
In comparing letters o f  recommendation as a service the school counselor provided 
which helped the students prepare for college among the two populations
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significance was found. Six of the NLD students selected letters o f 
recommendation as a service the school counselor provided to help them prepare 
for college whereas only one person fi'om the LD group selected that service. (x’(l, 
N=18) = 4.21, p<03). Students who expressed how helpful the school counselor 
was, were also likely to select help with college or university selection as a service 
the counselor provided. Whereas, students who did not find the school counselor 
helpful found that the school counselor did not help with college selection either 
(x*(l,N=10) = 5.83,ii<.01).
There was no significant relationship between the school counselor being 
the most helpful person in preparing students for college and whether or not they 
worked with students to help them understand the differences between high school 
and college. NLD students’ perception of the helpfulness of school counselors was 
related to their perception of whether or not the school counselor worked with 
them on self-advocacy skills. The twenty percent o f the students who perceive the 
school counselor as being helpful were also likely to work with the school 
counselor on self-advocacy skills. Sbcty percent o f the students who did not 
perceive the school counselor as very helpful were likely not to work with the 
school counselor on self-advocacy skills so they can access the services they may 
need (x*(l, H=10) = 3.75, p<05).
The students’ perception of the counselors helpfulness is related to whether 
or not the school counselor worked with the NLD students on a college prepatory
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plan. The twenty percent that selected the school counselor as the most helpful in 
preparation for college were also likely to have had the school counselor work with 
them on a C.C.P., in comparison to sixty percent who were found not to find the 
counselor as the most helpful nor did the school counselor work with them on a 
counselor did not work with them on a college prepatory plan (x^(l, N=10) = 3.75, 
C<05).
Significance was determined when cross tabulations were run on students’ 
perception of the role the counselor played in the development o f the college 
prepatory plan and discussions of what classes to take for college. 40®  ^o f the 
NLD subjects indicated that the school counselor worked with them on a college 
prepatory plan and did discuss what classes to take in order to go to college. A 
little less than half of the NLD subjects said the school counselor did not work 
with them on either a college prepatory plan or discuss what classes to take in 
order to go on to college (x~(l, M=10) = 4.44, p<03).
Self-Awareness
A relationship exists between group membership and seeking self- 
awareness. 17.6% of the LD group responded they saw the counselor for self- 
awareness counseling compared to 52.9% o f the NLD group which did not choose 
self-awareness counseling as a service the school counselor provided to help 
prepare them for college, yielding statistical significance (x*(l, N=17) = 4.10, p< 04).
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No relationship was found between group membership and receiving insight 
on how students learn best, according to their strengths and weaknesses. There was 
no significant relationship foimd between whether or not the school counselor 
worked with the LD students on understanding what it means to have a learning 
disability versus self-awareness counseling as a service provided to help prepare the 
LD group for college.
Significant relationships were not found in the LD group when comparing 
the school counselor as the most helpful person with self-advocacy counseling and 
self-awareness counseling as a service provided by the school counselor to help 
prepare the students for college. There was no statistical relationships found 
between the school counselor being the most helpful person in preparing the 
students for college and whether or not the school counselor worked with subjects 
on understanding what it means to have a learning disability. Yet, three quarters of 
the LD students who perceive the school counselor as not being helpful also did not 
work with them on their strengths and weaknesses (x^(l, H=8) = 3.42, p<06).
Self-Advocacy
No significant relationship was found between group membership and 
assistance in becoming a self-advocate. Neither group received much help in self- 
advocacy.
In the LD group, 25% o f the students who perceive the school counselor to
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be helpful were also likely to work with them on being a self advocate. While, 75% 
o f the LD group who perceive the counselor not to be helpful were likely not to 
have worked with the counselor on self-advocacy skills (%^ (1, N=8) = 8.00, £<.004). 
No significant relationships were found with the comparison of students’ views of 
the helpfulness o f the school counselor and self-advocacy as a service school 
counselors provided to help students prepare for college.
Among the NLD group there was no significant relationship between 
whether or not the students are receiving services on campus and self-advocacy as 
a service the school counselor provided to help prepare students for college.
A relationship between the school counselor working with NLD students 
on self-advocacy and strengths and weaknesses exists. Students who expressed 
that the school counselor worked with them on being a self advocate were also 
likely to perceive school counselors as worked with them on their strengths and 
weaknesses. Students who felt that the school counselors did not work with them 
on being a self advocate were also likely not to be made aware o f their strengths 
and weaknesses (x^(l, N=10) = 3.75, £<.05).
Law
Understanding your rights under the law, as a service provided by the 
school counselor, to prepare students for college, exists when comparing it with 
counselors who worked with LD students on understanding their rights. Those
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students (12.5%) that indicated that the school counselor did work with them on 
understanding their rights under the law also perceived the school counselor 
helped them in understanding the law in preparation for college while 87 .5% of the 
LD individuals did not select either option (x^(l, N=8) = 8.00, £< 004). Seventy-five 
percent o f the LD group, who did not select the school counselor as the most 
helpful person in preparing them for college, also stated that the school counselor 
did not work with them on understanding their rights (x-(l, N=8) = 3.42, £< 06).
A significant relationship exists when comparing the helpfulness of the 
counselor and the students’ perception o f the services the counselor provided. Of 
the LD students (75%) that felt that the school counselor was not the most helpful 
person in the preparation for college indicated that they did work with them 
on understanding their rights as service provided to them in preparing for college 
(x-(1,H=8) = 3.42,£<06).
Other Factors
The relationship between the school counselor's knowledge base in learning 
disabilities and the school counselor’s ability to work with students on their 
strength and weaknesses and understanding their rights under the law was not 
significant.
When analyzing question #35 for the NLD group, which examines the 
students' perceptions of the school coirnseloris knowledge base in the area of
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colleges, versus whether or not the school counselor worked with the student on 
strengths and weaknesses, no statistical relationship was found.
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION
The research objective was to examine student perceptions o f  the 
transitional services school counselors provide to college-bound individuals with 
and without learning disabilities in the areas o f self-awareness, self-advocacy, and 
the law. The discussion will focus on student perception of the services they 
receive in the areas o f self awareness, self advocacy, and the law, and who is 
providing these services.
Students’ Perceptions
Background
At least half o f the LD population spent a good portion of their time in 
regular education. This is consistent with Hebbeler (1993), who found that 70% 
o f students with disabilities who went on to higher learning spent three-quarters or 
more o f their high school day in regular education, while 7% of those students 
who continued their training had spent 25% or less in regular education classes. 
Hebbler (1993) also found 60% of the learning disabled population had spent 75% 
or more of their high school years in regular education classes.
Services
Some students saw the school counselor frequently. Over the high school
64
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years, one-fourth of LD students report seeing the school counselor 16 or more 
times, while one-fifth of the NLD group saw the counselor 16 or more times. In 
contrast, low income students report seeing a counselor three to five times during 
their last two years in high school (Chapman, O'Brien and DeMasi, 1987).
Overall, students who are college bound tend to receive more counseling than 
those who are not college bound (Lee and Ekstrom, 1987; Libsch and Freedman- 
Doan, 1995; Chapman, o’Brien and DeMasi, 1987).
Students selected scheduling, meeting educational requirements, and 
transitioning to college as the top three reasons why they saw the counselor. 
Similariy, Chapman, O’Brien, and DeMasi (1987) report that academic advising 
followed by college advising were the reasons why students saw a counselor. 
Students felt they did not see the school counselor for discipline, group counseling, 
transitioning to a technical school, or transitioning to employment. Jean Ness and 
Lynda Price (1990) of the Transition Project also found that 82% of the LD 
students in their report never received vocational counseling. When students were 
asked if  the school counselor could provide them with other services over half o f 
them replied, "no." Goal planning and study skills training were two of the three 
services students felt the school counselor could have provided them. Libsch and 
Freedman-Doan (1995) found the areas where students wanted more counselor 
discussion was in choosing courses, course work problems, education, training
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plans, and career. It appears that the majority o f students in our study were 
comfortable with the level of services they received. Although goal planning and 
study skills training are often times services provided in the transition process, it is 
unknown whether the students' perceived those two areas as a part o f transitioning 
to college, and therefore felt the school counselor had covered all options.
The LD group did not select college night as a service the school counselor 
provided, that helped them prepare for college. Yet, in a study asking students 
where they got their information about college, 70% said they talked with the 
school counselor, 56% said they went to college night, and ^9% said they read a 
college guide (Boyer, 1988). It is possible that the LD students may not be taking 
advantage o f  or not be informed, about the benefits of attending college night.
The main transitional services the LD group felt the school counselors 
provided were self-awareness counseling, self-advocacy counseling, and help with 
college application. School counselors helped the NLD students with college 
application, wrote letters o f recommendations, and helped with college selection.
The differences in service delivery to these two populations could be based on the 
differences in populations.
According to the NLD group’s responses academic advising (31.3%) and 
financial aide (31.3%) were the top two services school counselors made students 
aware o f in order to succeed in college. None o f the above was the most fi'equent 
response for the LD group. In contrast to these findings, in a study o f low income
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students. Chapman, O'Brien and DeMasi (1987) reported that nearly 87% never 
discussed financial aide with a school counselor.
Students who are now in college continue to need assistance. Some of the 
areas the LD students still need support is in requesting services, speaking to 
professors, and time management. As for the NLD group, areas of need are time 
management. Students are leaving high school lacking many important skills that 
are needed to succeed in college.
The majority o f LD students agreed that the school counselor did sit on 
their Individualized Education Plan (I.E.P.). Half o f the students reported they 
also had an Individualized Transition Plan (I.T.P.) and the majority of the LD 
students perceived the school counselor to have sat in on their I.T.P. meeting. A 
slightly higher figure was reported by Mary Wagner (1993), who reported that 
71.5% of the time the school counselor was a participant in transition planning for 
students with a learning disability in 12* grade. In our study the role that the 
school counselor plays as a participant in the I.E.P. or I.T.P. was not determined.
It appears that the NLD students did discuss with the school counselor the 
classes they needed to go to college. However, the school counselor did not work 
with them on developing a college preparatory plan. More than half of the two 
groups felt the school counselor did not help them prepare for college. Unlike 
Libsch and Freedman-Doan’s (1995) conclusion that a good portion of students 
found counseling services to be very satisfying, we did not.
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Providing Services
Both the LD and NLD groups showed the parent as the one who prepared 
them for college. Boyer (1988) explains that parents are the most influential in 
college decisions. In addition, classroom teachers and special education teachers 
played a significant role in college preparation. Lee and Ekstrom (1987) report 
average students seek parents first, school counselors second, and teachers last, 
when it comes to who t h ^  go to most often to seek advice on program planning. 
In this study teachers ranked above school counselors as resources for college 
planning.
Besides the school counselor, students sought the help from several other 
resources in the preparation for college. The LD group sought the assistance o f 
their parents and the Y.E.S. program, while the NLD group worked with family 
members, other high school counselors, and a college counselor in college 
preparation. Teacher, parents and college admission officers were seen as 
providing more useful information than the school counselor (Chapman, O'Brien 
and Demasi, 1987). It appears that students in this study sought other resources in 
the preparation for college.
Self-Awareness
In order to access appropriate college programs, and accommodations, 
students must understand their strengths and weaknesses. The NLD group did not
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indicate self-awareness counseling as a service provided by the school counselor to 
prepare them for college.
Three-quarters of the LD population did not work with the school 
counselor on understanding what it means to have a learning disability. Jean Hess 
and Lynda Price (1990) o f the LD Transition Project found students not to be 
familiar with the fact that they had a learning disability. Instead, parents and 
special education teachers provided this information. Without the proper working 
knowledge of one's own disability and/or strengths and weaknesses students will 
not be able to find an appropriate college program to meet their needs for 
accommodation. Cowen (1993) found a need for students to access a college 
program that matches the students’ abilities interests with the program.
The majority of LD and NLD students did not work with the school 
counselor to understand their strengths and weaknesses. The LD group worked 
instead with their family, the Y.E.S. Program and special education teachers.
Most o f the NLD's responses indicated that no one helped them with their 
strengths and weaknesses. Yet, according to a survey o f 200 counselors, 
placement coordinators, vocational resource educators, and administrators, helping 
students understand and accept themselves was ranked third in sixteen role 
categories (Hughey, 1989). Although understanding one's strengths and 
weaknesses is found to be a needed skill in the literature ,it appears that students in 
our study are not receiving it.
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Self-Advocacy
Students who attended college must be their own self-advocates in seeking 
and receiving services on campus. Half o f  the students with learning disabilities are 
receiving services through a disability program on campus. Similarly, half o f  the 
subjects in the NLD group are receiving services on a college campus. The 
services they are receiving differ however. Students from the LD group listed 
various accommodations as the services they are receiving while the NLD group 
listed more financial and educational services. The difference between the two 
populations responses are probably related to the services they were accessing, at 
the time of the study.
Most of the LD and NLD groups agree that the school counselor did not 
work with them on being a self advocate. Generally, they either received help 
from their parents or from no one. The majority of the NLD and LD group agree 
the school counselor was not the most helpful person in preparing for post- 
secondary education and did not work with the NLD group on being a self 
advocate. Brinckerhoff (1994) concludes that lack of self-advocacy skills in many 
college-boimd students, with learning disabilities occur because the skills are not 
taught at the high school level, reflecting the results of this study.
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Law
Almost none o f  the students in the LD group worked with the school 
counselor on understanding their rights under the law. Similarly, Brinckerhoff 
(1996) explains that many high school students with learning disabilities do not 
realize that they have legal rights to accommodations. Comparably, none o f the 
NLD students worked with the school counselor on understanding their rights on a 
college campus, such as various basic grievance procedures and policies which 
impact their fundamental rights. Fortunately, in the LD group, the Y.E.S. program 
worked with the students to understand their rights, while no one worked with the 
NLD students on understanding their rights. Our results indicate very few students 
are explained their rights before leaving high school.
Conclusion
It appears that the transitional services individuals with and without learning 
disabilities receive are very similar with only minor differences. The results o f this 
study indicate that the school counselors’ role with the students in the areas of 
self-awareness, self-advocacy, and the law is limited. Although both populations 
had access to the school counselor, many of the students felt that the counselor did 
not prepare them for college. Implications from the literature seem to indicate that 
although school counselors can play an important role in the transitioning o f 
students with learning disabilities, they do noL It seems that in the preparation for
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college, students are seeking the advise of parents and teachers instead. Although 
parents and teachers offer important information and support to students in the 
transition process the school counselors' varied expertise and specific training 
makes them a vital option to all students. Counselors face many obstacles which 
may limit their flexibility (Heggoy and Grant, 1995; McEvoy, 1984). Limiting 
factors include high student-counselor ratios, scheduling, testing, discipline, 
and crisis management responsibilities (Heggoy and Grant, 1995). School 
counselors must understand and meet the transition needs of the population they 
are working with in order for students to live up to their full potential.
Comprehensive transition programming would allow school counselors to 
collaborate with other professionals and offer extensive services to meet the needs 
of the students with and without a learning disability
Limitations o f the Study 
Although many efforts were made to increase the number o f Learning 
Disabled participants it was not possible. Due to the difficulties in locating willing 
individuals to participate in the study, the majority o f LD students were students 
from a high school transitional program whereas the NLD population came from 
English 101 classes. True randomization was not incorporated for either group 
due to a limited pool. Since the students with learning disabilities came from a 
transitional program, confusion may have occurred between the reported provider
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of services, and the actual provider o f transitional program services.
Future Research
Future research needs to compare students’ perception of the transitional 
services they receive in the areas o f self-advocacy, self-awareness, and the law with 
the school counselor’s view o f the services they provided. More research is needed 
in comparing the transitional needs o f the learning disabled population and the non 
learning disabled population. Follow-up studies in the Clark County School 
District need to resume so that students can be tracked and services can be 
evaluated. Since parents play a significant role in preparing their child for post­
secondary education, future research needs to evaluate how to best educate 
parents about their child's needs when transitioning on to college.
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APPENDIX I 
QUESTIONNAIRES
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LEARNING DISABLED QUESTIONNAIRE
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STUDENT SUBJECT # ______
SEX; M O R E
ETHNICITY BACKGROUND:
A) AFRO-AMERICAN
B) CAUCASIAN
C) ASIAN
D) AMERICAN OR NATIVE ENDIAN
E) HISPANIC
AGE:
A) 18-20
B) 21-23
C) 23-25
D) 26 OR OLDER
1) WHEN WERE YOU DIAGNOSED WITH A LEARNING DISABILITY?
2) WHAT YEAR DID YOU GRADUATE HIGH SCHOOL?
3) ARE YOU CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
IF SO, WHAT MAJOR_______________
4) WHAT COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY ARE YOU ATTENDING?
5) HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN ATTENDING THE ABOVE SCHOOL?
6) HOW ARE YOUR CLASSES GOING?
7) WHAT IS YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE? ____________
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STUDENT SUBJECT#________
8) UP TO THIS POINT, WHICH CLASSES THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN ARE 
THE HARDEST?
WHY?
9) UP TO THIS POINT, WHICH CLASSES THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN ARE 
THE EASIEST?
WHY?
10) OVERALL, WHAT IS THE MOST ENJOYABLE ASPECT OF YOUR 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE?
11) OVERALL, WHAT IS CAUSING YOU THE MOST DIFFICULTY IN YOUR 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE?
12) DID YOU ATTEND HIGH SCHOOL IN THE CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL 
SYSTEM?
13) DID YOU ATTEND ONLY ONE HIGH SCHOOL IN THE CLARK COUNTY 
SCHOOL DISTRICT?
IF NOT, WHERE DID YOU ATTEND THE OTHER YEARS OF HIGH 
SCHOOL?
14) IN HIGH SCHOOL, HAVE YOU EVER TAKEN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
CLASSES IN A;
A) RESOURCE ROOM
B) SELF-CONTAINED ROOM
C) BOTH
D) OTHER_____________________________________________
E) I DID NOT TAKE SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES.
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STUDENT SUBJECT # __________________
15) (DEPENDING ON THE ANSWER ABOVE) HOW MUCH OF YOUR TIME IN 
HIGH SCHOOL WAS SPENT IN SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES?
A) 0-25%
B) 26-50%
0  51-75%
D) 75-100%
16) OVER THE COURSE OF YOUR HIGH SCHOOL YEARS, HOW OFTEN DID 
YOU SEE THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR?
A) 0-5 TIMES
B) 6-10 TIMES
C) 11-15 TIMES
D) 16-20 TIMES
E) 21 OR MORE TIMES
17) OVER THE COURSE OF YOUR HIGH SCHOOLS YEARS, WHAT DID 
YOU SEE THE COUNSELOR FOR;
A) SCHEDULING
B) DISCIPLINE
C) GROUP COUNSELING
D) INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING
E) TRANSITIONING TO COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY
F) TRANSITIONING TO TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
G) TRANSITIONING TO EMPLOYMENT
H) MEETING EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
I) OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY_____________________
J) NONE OF THE ABOVE
18) IN HIGH SCHOOL, DID YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR EVER SIT IN ON 
ANY OF YOUR INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM MEETINGS?
19) IN HIGH SCHOOL, DID YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR EVER SIT IN ON 
ANY OF YOUR INDIVIDUALIZED TRANSITION PLAN MEETINGS?
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STUDENT SUBJECT#______________
20) DID YOUR COUNSELOR HELP YOU PREPARE TO GO ON TO 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?__________
IF NOT, THEN WHO PREPARED YOU FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER
B) CASE MANAGER
C) TRANSITION COUNSELOR
D) REGULAR EDUCATION TEACHER
E) PARENT
F) OTHER_________________
G) NONE OF THE ABOVE
21) WHAT SERVICES DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR PROVIDED THAT 
HELPED YOU PREPARE FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) INDIVIDUAL SELF ADVOCACY COUNSELING
B) HELP WITH COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY APPLICATION
C) WRITE LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION
D) STUDY SKILLS TRAINING
E) HELP WITH COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY SELECTION
F) INDIVIDUAL SELF AWARENESS COUNSELING
G) HELP WITH COLLEGE NIGHT
H) UNDERSTANDING YOUR RIGHTS UNDER THE LAWS
I) OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY____________________________
J) NONE OF THE ABOVE
22) DID YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR MAKE YOU AWARE OF SOME OF 
THE SERVICES YOU MAY NEED IN ORDER TO SUCCEED IN 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) EXTENDED TIME ON TESTS
B) NOTETAKER
C) READER
D) SCRIBE
E) HIGH TECHNOLOGY CENTER
F) OTHER_______________________________________
G) NONE OF THE ABOVE
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STUDENT SUBJECT#___
IF NOT, WHO MADE YOU AWARE OF THE VARIOUS SERVICES?
A) CASE MANAGER
B) TRANSITION COUNSELOR
C) SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER
D) REGULAR EDUCATION TEACHER
E) VOCATIONAL REHABILITAHON COUNSELOR
F) COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY ADVISOR
G) PARENT
H) OTHER______________________________________________
I) NONE OF THE ABOVE
23) WERE THERE ANY OTHER SERVICES THAT THE SCHOOL 
COUNSELOR COULD HAVE PROVIDED TO BETTER PREPARE YOU FOR 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
24) DID YOU WORK WITH ANYONE ELSE BESIDE THE SCHOOL 
COUNSELOR TO HELP YOU PREPARE FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) CASE MANAGER
B) VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION COUNSELOR
C) TRANSITION COUNSELOR
D) SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER
E) REGULAR EDUCATION TEACHER
F) COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY ADVISOR
G) PARENT
H) OTHER____________________________________
I) NONE OF THE ABOVE
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STUDENT SUBJECT#
25) PLEASE TELL ME WHO WAS THE MOST HELPFUL IN PREPARING YOU 
FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) CASE MANAGER
B) SCHOOL COUNSELOR
C) TRANSITION COUNSELOR
D) SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER
E) MAINSTREAM TEACHER
F) COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY ADVISOR
G) PARENT
H) OTHER__________________________________________
I) NONE OF THE ABOVE
26) IN COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY, IN WHAT AREAS DO YOU STILL FIND 
YOURSELF NEEDING HELP?
A) REQUESTING SERVICES
B) SPEAKING TO PROFESSORS
C) TIME MANAGEMENT
D) OTHER___________________________________________
27) TELL ME WHAT IT MEANS TO HAVE A LEARNING DISABILITY?
28) DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU ON 
UNDERSTANDING WHAT IT MEANS TO HAVE A LEARNING 
DISABILITIES?
IF YES, HOW DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU? 
IF NO, WHO DID WORK WITH YOU ON THESE SKILLS?
29) TELL ME HOW YOU LEARN BEST ACCORDING TO YOUR STRENGTHS 
AND WEAKNESSES?
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STUDENT SUBJECT#
30) DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU ON HOW YOU 
LEARN BEST ACCORDING TO YOUR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES?
IF YES, HOW DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU?
IF NO, WHO DID WORK WITH YOU ON THESE SKILLS?
31) TELL ME IF YOU ARE IN A DISABILITIES PROGRAM ON CAMPUS?
IF SO, TELL ME THE SERVICES YOU ARE RECEIVING?
32) DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU ON HOW TO BE A 
SELF ADVOCATE SO THAT YOU CAN ACCESS THE SERVICES YOU MAY 
NEED AT COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
EF YES, HOW DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU?
IF NO, WHO DID WORK WITH YOU?
33) TELL ME WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT PUBLIC LAW 101-476, PUBLIC 
LAW 504 AND THE AMERICAN DISABILITIES ACT (A D A.)?
34) DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU ON 
UNDERSTANDING WHAT YOUR RIGHTS ARE UNDER THE LAWS( 101-476, 
504, A.D.A.)?
IF YES, HOW DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU? 
IF NO, WHO DID WORK WITH YOU ON THESE SKILLS?
35) DID YOU THINK YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR WAS KNOWLEDGEABLE 
IN THE AREA OF LEARNING DISABILITIES?
WHY?
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NON- LEARNING DISABLED QUESTIONAIRE
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STUDENT SUBJECT # ______
SEX: M OR F
ETHNICITY BACKGROUND:
A) AFRO-AMERICAN
B) CAUCASIAN
C) ASIAN
D) AMERICAN OR NATIVE INDIAN
E) HISPANIC
AGE:
A) 18-20
B) 21-23
C) 23-25
D) 26 OR OLDER
1) WHAT YEAR DID YOU GRADUATE HIGH SCHOOL?
3) ARE YOU CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
IF SO, WHAT MAJOR_______________
4) WHAT COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY ARE YOU ATTENDING?
5) HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN ATTENDING THE ABOVE SCHOOL?
6) HOW ARE YOUR CLASSES GOING?
7) WHAT IS YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE? ____________
8) UP TO THIS POINT, WHICH CLASSES THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN ARE 
THE HARDEST?
WHY?
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STUDENT SUBJECT#________
9) UP TO THIS POINT, WHICH CLASSES THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN ARE 
THE EASIEST?
WHY?
10) OVERALL, WHAT IS THE MOST ENJOYABLE ASPECT OF YOUR 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE?
11) OVERALL, WHAT IS CAUSING YOU THE MOST DHTICULTY IN YOUR 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE?
12) DID YOU ATTEND HIGH SCHOOL IN THE CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL 
SYSTEM?
13) DID YOU ATTEND ONLY ONE HIGH SCHOOL IN THE CLARK COUNTY 
SCHOOL DISTRICT?
IF NOT, WHERE DID YOU ATTEND THE OTHER YEARS OF HIGH 
SCHOOL?
14) IN HIGH SCHOOL, HAVE YOU EVER TAKEN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
CLASSES IN A;
A) RESOURCE ROOM
B) SELF-CONTAINED ROOM
C) BOTH
D) OTHER_____________________________________________
E) I DID NOT TAKE SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES.
15) (DEPENDING ON THE ANSWER ABOVE) HOW MUCH OF YOUR TIME IN 
HIGH SCHOOL WAS SPENT IN SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES?
A) 0-25%
B) 26-50%
C) 51-75%
D) 75-100%
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STUDENT SUBJECT # __________________
16) OVER THE COURSE OF YOUR HIGH SCHOOL YEARS, HOW OFTEN DID 
YOU SEE THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR?
A) 0-5 TIMES
B) 6-10 TIMES
C) 11-15 TIMES
D) 16-20 TIMES
E) 21 OR MORE TIMES
17) OVER THE COURSE OF YOUR HIGH SCHOOLS YEARS, WHAT DID 
YOU SEE THE COUNSELOR FOR
A) SCHEDULING
B) DISCIPLINE
C) GROUP COUNSELING
D) INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING
E) TRANSITIONING TO COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY
F) TRANSITIONING TO TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
G) TRANSITIONING TO EMPLOYMENT
H) MEETING EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
I) OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY____________________
J) NONE OF THE ABOVE
18) IN HIGH SCHOOL, DID YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR EVER DISCUSS 
WITH YOU WHAT CLASSES YOU NEEDED TO TAKE IN ORDER TO GO 
ONTO COLLEGE?
19) IN HIGH SCHOOL, DID ANYONE EVER WORK WITH YOU ON 
DEVELOPING A COLLEGE PREPATORY PLAN?
19A) IN HIGH SCHOOL, DID YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR EVER WORK 
WITH YOU ON DEVELOPING A COLLEGE PREPATORY PLAN?
20) DID YOUR COUNSELOR HELP YOU PREPARE TO GO ON TO 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?__________
IF NOT, THEN WHO PREPARED YOU FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) CASE MANAGER
B) TRANSITION COUNSELOR
C) REGULAR EDUCATION TEACHER
D) PARENT
E) OTHER_________________
F) NONE OF THE ABOVE
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STUDENT SUBJECT#
21) WHAT SERVICES DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR PROVIDE THAT 
HELPED YOU PREPARE FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) INDIVIDUAL SELF ADVOCACY COUNSELING
B) HELP WITH COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY APPLICATION
C) WRITE LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION
D) STUDY SKILLS TRAINING
E) HELP WITH COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY SELECTION
F) INDIVIDUAL SELF AWARENESS COUNSELING
G) HELP WITH PARENT NIGHT
H) UNDERSTANDING YOUR RIGHTS UNDER THE LAWS
I) OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY____________________________
J) NONE OF THE ABOVE
22) DID YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR MAKE YOU AWARE OF SOME OF 
THE SERVICES YOU MAY NEED IN ORDER TO SUCCEED IN 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) TUTORING
B) COUNSELING
C) ACADEMIC ADVISING
D) COMPUTER SERVICES
E) FINANCIAL AIDE
F) OTHER_______________________________________
G) NONE OF THE ABOVE 
IF NOT, WHO MADE YOU AWARE OF THE VARIOUS SERVICES?
A) CASE MANAGER
B) TRANSITION COUNSELOR
C) REGULAR EDUCATION TEACHER
D) COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY ADVISOR
E) PARENT
F) OTHER______________________________________________
G) NONE OF THE ABOVE
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STUDENT SUBJECT #
23) WERE THERE ANY OTHER SERVICES THAT THE SCHOOL
COUNSELOR COULD HAVE PROVIDED TO BETTER PREPARE YOU 
FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
24) DID YOU WORK WITH ANYONE ELSE BESIDE THE SCHOOL 
COUNSELOR TO HELP YOU PREPARE FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) CASE MANAGER
B) VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION COUNSELOR
C) TRANSITION COUNSELOR
D) REGULAR EDUCATION TEACHER
E) COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY ADVISOR
F) PARENT
G) OTHER____________________________________
H) NONE OF THE ABOVE
25) PLEASE TELL ME WHO WAS THE MOST HELPFUL IN PREPARING YOU 
FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
A) CASE MANAGER
B) SCHOOL COUNSELOR
C) TRANSmON COUNSELOR
D) REGULAR EDUCATION TEACHER
E) COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY ADVISOR
F) PARENT
G) OTHER__________________________________________
H) NONE OF THE ABOVE
26) IN COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY, IN WHAT AREAS DO YOU STILL FIND 
YOURSELF NEEDING HELP?
A) REQUESTING SERVICES
B) SPEAKING TO PROFESSORS
C) TIME MANAGEMENT
D) OTHER___________________________________________
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STUDENT SUBJECT #
27) TELL ME THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOL AND 
COLLEGE?
28) DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU ON 
UNDERSTANDING WHAT THE DIFFERENCES ARE BETWEEN HIGH 
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE?
IF YES, HOW DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU?
IF NO, WHO DID WORK WITH YOU ON THESE SKILLS?
29) TELL ME HOW YOU LEARN BEST ACCORDING TO YOUR STRENGTHS 
AND WEAKNESSES?
30) DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU ON HOW YOU 
LEARN BEST ACCORDING TO YOUR STRENGTHS AND 
WEAKNESSES?
IF YES, HOW DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU? 
IF NO, WHO DID WORK WITH YOU ON THESE SKILLS?
31) TELL ME IF YOU ARE RECEIVING SERVICES ON CAMPUS? 
IF SO, TELL ME THE SERVICES YOU ARE RECEIVING?
32) DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU ON HOW TO BE A 
SELF- ADVOCATE SO THAT YOU CAN ACCESS THE SERVICES YOU 
MAY NEED AT COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY?
IF YES, HOW DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU?
IF NO, WHO DID WORK WITH YOU?
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STUDENT SUBJECT #
33) TELL ME WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT YOUR RIGHTS AS A STUDENT ON 
A COLLEGE CAMPUS?
34) DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU ON 
UNDERSTANDING WHAT YOUR STUDENT RIGHTS ARE ON A 
COLLEGE CA?.fPUS?
IF YES, HOW DID THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR WORK WITH YOU? 
IF NO, WHO DID WORK WITH YOU ON THESE SKILLS?
35) DID YOU THINK YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR WAS KNOWLEDGEABLE 
IN THE AREA OF COLLEGES?
WHY?
NOTES
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APPENDIX n
DATA
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VIOA The most enjoyable aspect of college: Independence 
by LDVSNLO Sample Group
VI0 A 
Yes
No
Count 
Tot Pet
LDVSNLD
1“
!l
Page 1 of 1 
Non-ID 
2
Column
Total
8
44.4
4
2 2 . 2
8
44.4
6
33.3
10
55.6
Row
Total
4
2 2 . 2
14
77.8
18
1 0 0 . 0
92
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 4.11429 1 .04252
Continuity Correction 2.12545 1 .14487
Likelihood Ratio 5.60919 1 .01787
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .06863
Two-Tail .09150
Minimum Expected Frequency - 1.778
Cells With Expected Frequency < 5 - 
Number of Missing Observations: 0
2 OF 4 ( 50.0%)
VIOC The most enjoyable aspect of college: Goal
by LDVSNLD Sample Group
LDVSNLD Page 1 of 1
Count 1
Tot Pet 1LD Non-LD
Row
1 |2 ! Total
VIOC -------- - -------------------1
1 1 3 i 1 3
Yes ! 16.7 1 1 16.7
2 j 5 i 10 1 15
1 27.8 1 55.6 i 83.3
Column 8 10 18
Total 44.4 55.6 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 4.50000 1 .03389
Continuity Correction 2.20500 1 .13756
Likelihood Ratio 5.63519 1 .01760
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .06863
Two-Tail .06863
Minimum Expected Frequency - 1.333
Cells With Expected Frequency < 5 - 2 OF 4 { 50.0%)
Number of Missing Observations: 0
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V23A Those that indicated services and verbalized them 
by LDVSNLO Sample Group
93
V23A
Unaware
Count 
Tot Pet
LDVSNLD
LD
1
Page 
Non-LD 
' 2
1 of 1
Row
Total
1
of SC se
I
1
1 ! 
! 16.7 !
1
16.7
working
2
with stu !
: 4 
66.7
4
66.7
3
Study Skills
1
16.7
i 1
16.7
Column
Total
1
16.7
5
83.3
6
100.0
Chi-Square Value
Pearson 6.00000 
Likelihood Ratio 5.40673 
Minimum Expected Frequency - .167 
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 6 OF 
Number of Missing Observations : 12
V26C Areas 
by LDVSNLD
students still needed help; 
Sample Group
Time h
V26C
Yes
Count 
Tot Pet
LDVSNLD
;LD
1
Page
Non-LD
2
1 of 1
Row
Total
1 3
' 16.7
9 -
50.0 ‘
12
66.7
No
2 5
27.8
1
5.6 ;
6
33.3
Column
Total
8
44.4
10
55.6
18
100.0
DF
2
2
Significance
.04979
.06698
6 ( 1 0 0 . 0 %)
Chi-Square Value
Pearson 5.51250
Continuity Correction 3.40313
Likelihood Ratio 5.82784
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - 2.667
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 2 OF
Number of Missing Observations : 0
DF Significance
1 .01888
1 .06507
1 .01577
.03167
.04299
4 ( 50.0%)
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V26E Areas students still need help: None 
by LDVSNLD Sa m p le Group
94
LDVSNLD
Count 
Tot Pet LD
Page 1 of 1 
Non-LD 
2
Row
Total
V26E
Yes
3
16.7
3
16.7
2 5 10 15
No 1 27.8 55.6 83.3
Column 8 10 18
Total 44.4 55.6 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 4.50000 1 .03389
Continuity Correction 2.20500 1 .13756
Lifcelihood Ratio 5.63519 1 .01760
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .06863
Two-Tail .06863
Minimum Expected Frequency - 1.333
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 2 OF 4 ( 50.0%)
Number of Missing Observations : 0
V22A The services the school counselor made you aware of: Extra 
time on tests by V25B Most helpful person: School Counselor
V25B
Count 
Tot Pet Yes No
Page 1 of 1
Row
Total
V22A
Yes
No
2
25.0
6
75.0
Column
Total
2
25.0
6
75.0
2
25.0 
6
75.0 
8
1 0 0 . 0
Chi-Square Value DF Signifie
Pearson 8.00000 1 .00468
Continuity Correction 3.55556 1 .05935
Likelihood Ratio 8.99736 1 .00270
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .03571
Two-Tail .03571
Minimum Expected Frequency - .500
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF
Number of Missing Observations : 10
4 (100.0%)
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V22B The services Che school counselor made you aware of: 
Noteraker by V25B Most helpful person: School Counselor
95
V22B
Count 
Tot Pet
V25B 
; 1
No
Page 1 of 1
Row 
i Total
1 2 ! 2
Yes 25.0 I 25.0
2 1 6 6
No I 75.0 75.0
Column 2 6 8
Total 25.0 75.0 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Signifie.
Pearson 8.00000 1 .00468
Continuity Correction 3.55556 1 .05935
Likelihood Ratio 8.99736 1 .00270
Fisher’s Exact Test:
One-Tail .03571
Two-Tail .03571
Minimum Expected Frequency - .500
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 10
4 (100.0%)
V25BZ Most helpful person: School Counselor
by V20Z Did the school counselor help prepare for college
Count 
Tot Pet
V20Z
(Yes No
Page 1 of 1
Row
Total
V25BZ
Yes
2
2 0 . 0
2
2 0 . 0
2 ! 2 j 6 1 8
No I 20.0 j 60.0 j 80.0
Column 4 6 10
Total 40.0 60.0 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 3.75000 1 .05281
Continuity Correction 1.27604 1 .25864
Likelihood Ratio 4.46287 1 .03464
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .13333
Two-Tail .13333
Minimum Expected Frequency - .800
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF 4 (100.0%)
Number of Missing Observations : 0
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V21C The services school counselor provided: Write letters of 
recommendation by LOVSNLO Sample Group
96
V21C
Yes
No
LDVSNLD
Count I 
Tot Pet LD
5 . 6 33.3
38.9 2 2 . 2
Column
Total
8
44.4
Page 1 of 1
Row
Total
10
55.6
7
38.9
II
61.1
18
1 0 0 . 0
Chi-Square Value DF Significi
Pearson 4.21948 1 .03996
Continuity Correction 2.45747 1 .11697
Likelihood Ratio 4.56839 1 .03257
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .05656
Two-Tail .06561
Minimum Expected Frequency - 3.111
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5  
Number of Missing Observations : 0
3 OF 4 ( 75.0%)
V21EZ The services the school counselor provided: Help w/college 
selection by V25BZ Most helpful person: School Counselor
Row
Total
3
30.0 
7
70.0
10
1 0 0 . 0
V21EZ
Yes
No
V25BZ Page
Count 1
Tot Pet 1 Yes No
!
1 1 2
1 j 2 1
! 20.0 10.0
2 ! 7
1 70.0
Column 2 8
Total 20.0 80.0
Chi-Square Value DF Signifie;
Pearson 5.83333 1 .01573
Continuity Correction 2.41071 1 .12051
Likelihood Ratio 6.18896 1 .01285
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .06667
Two-Tail .06667
Minimum Expected Frequency - .600
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5  3 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 0
4 ( 75.0%)
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V25BZ Most helpful person: School Counselor
by V28Z School counselor work with you on differences between high 
school and college
97
V25BZ
Yes
Count 
Tot Pet
V28Z
I  1
Page 1 of 1
No
Row
2 ! Total
1
1 ! 1 
1 10.0
1 1 i  2 
1 10.0 : 20.0
' i
No
2 : 1 i 10.0
i 7 i 8 
1 70.0 i 80.0
Column
Total
2
20.0
8 10 
80.0 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 1.40625 
Continuity Correction .03906 
Likelihood Ratio 1.20714 
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - .400 
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 3 OF 
Number of Missing Observations: 0
1
1
1
4 (
.23568
.84332
.27190
.37778
.37778
75.0%)
V25BZ Most helpful: School counselor
by V32Z Did the school counselor work with you being self advocate
V25BZ
Yes
Count 
Tot Pet
V32Z
Yes
1
Page 1 of 1
No
Row
1 2 , Total
1 2
20.0
■ 2 
1 20.0
No
2 2
20.0
I 6 ' 8 
60.0 i 80.0
Column
Total
4
40.0
6 10 
60.0 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson
Continuity
Likelihood
correction
Ratio
3.75000
1.27604
4.46287
1
1
1
.05281
.25864
.03464
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - .800
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 
Number of Missing Observations: 0
.13333
.13333
4 OF 4 (100.0%)
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V25BZ Most helpful person: School Counselor
by V19AZ D id the school counselor work with you on a college
prepatory plan
98
V19AZ Page 1 of 1
Count
Tot Pet Yes No
Row
1 1 2 Total
V25BZ -------- ---------------------- —
1 2 2
Yes 20.0 I 20.0
2 2 1 6 8
No 20.0 I 60.0 80.0
Column 4 6 10
Total 40.0 60.0 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Signifie
Pearson 3.75000 1 .05281
Continuity Correction 1.27604 1 .25864
Likelihood Ratio 4.46287 1 .03464
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .13333
Two-Tail .13333
Minimum Expected Frequency - .800
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF 4 (100.0%)
Number of Missing Observations: 0
V18Z Did you discuss with the school counselor the classes you needed 
to take to go to college by V19AZ Did the school counselor work with 
you on a college prepatory plan
V19AZ Page 1 of 1
Count i
Tot Pet ; Yes No
I Row
t 1 2 1 Total
V18Z --------1-------- 1
1 1 4 2 ; 6
Yes 40.0 20.0 1 60.0Ii
2 1 4 j 4
No 1 40.0 ! 40.0
Column 4 6 10
Total 40.0 60.0 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 4.44444 1 .03501
Continuity Correction 2.10069 1 .14723
Likelihood Ratio 5.82206 1 .01583
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .07143
Two-Tail .07619
Minimum Expected Frequency - 1.600
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF 4 (100.0%)
Number of Missing Observations: 0
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21F The service the school counselor provided: Self-Awareness 
Counseling by LDVSNLO Sample Group
LDVSNLD
Count 
Tot Pet :LD
Page 1 of 1 
Non-LD
Row
12 ! Total
V21F
Yes
3
17.6
3
17.6
2
No
1 5 
; 29.4
I
1 9 i 14 
52.9 j 82.4
Column
Total
8
47.1
9 17 
52.9 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 4.09821 
Continuity Correction 1.92402 
Likelihood Ratio 5.25896 
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - 1.412 
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 2 OF 
Number of Missing Observations: I
1
1
1
4 ( 50
.04293
.16541
.02183
.08235
.08235
.0%)
V30 Did the school 
by LDVSNLD Sample
counselor
Group
work with you on strengths and weaknesses
Count 
Tot Pet
V30
LDVSNLD
!LD
1
Page 1 of 1 
Non-LD
Row
12 j Total
1
Yes
■ 1 ! 
i 5.6
1 2 ! 3 
! 11.1 16.7
2
No
7 i
38.9
! 8 1 15 
44.4 ' 83.3
Column
Total
8
44.4
10 18 
55.6 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson
Continuity Correction 
Likelihood Ratio
.18000
.00000
.18383
1
1
1
.67137
1.00000
.66810
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - 1.333
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 
Number of Missing Observations: 0
.58824
1 . 0 0 0 0 0
2 OF 4 ( 50.0%)
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V21F The services the school counselor provided: Self-Awareness 
counseling by V28 Did the school counselor work with you on 
understanding your learnng disability
100
V21F
Yes
No
Count 
Tot Pet
V28
Yes
Column
Total
1
12.5
1
12.5
2
25.0
No
Page 1 of 1
Row
Total
2
25.0
4
50.0
6
75.0
3
37.5 
5
62.5 
8
1 0 0 . 0
Chi-Square Value
Pearson .17778
Continuity Correction .00000
Likelihood Ratio .17425
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - .750
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 10
DF Significance
1 .67329
1 1 . 0 0 0 0 0
1 .67636
.64286
1 . 0 0 0 0 0
4 (100.0%)
V25BZ Most helpful person: School Counselor
by V21AZ The services the school counselor provided: Self-Advocacy 
Counseling
Count 
Tot Pet
V21AZ
Yes
1
No
Page 1 of 1
Row
Total
V25BZ
Yes 11.1 11.1
2 1 7 8
No 11.1 77.8 88.9
Column 1 8 9
Total 11.1 88.9 100.0
Chi-Square Value
Pearson .14063
Continuity Correction .00000
Likelihood Ratio .25066
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - . Ill
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 3 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 1
DF Significance
1 .70766
1 1 . 0 0 0 0 0
1 .61661
.88889
1 . 0 0 0 0 0
4 ( 75.0%)
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V21F The services the school counselor provided: Self-Awareness 
counseling by V25B Most helpful person: School Counselor
101
Count 
Tot Pet
V25B
Yes
1
No
Page 1 of 1
Row
Total
V21F
Yes
No
1
12.5
2
25.0
1
12.5
4
50.0
Column
Total
Chi-Square
2
25.0
6
75.0
3
37.5 
5
62.5 
8
1 0 0 . 0
Value
Pearson .17778
Continuity Correction .00000
Likelihood Ratio .17425
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - .750
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 10
DF Significance
1 .67329
1 1.00000
1 .67636
.64286
1.00000
. (100.0%)
I the differences
V25BZ Most helpful person: School Counselor 
by V28Z Did the school counselor work with  ^
between high school and college
V28Z Page 1 of 1
Count
Tot Pet Yes No
Row
1 2 Total
V25BZ
1 1 1 2
Yes 10.0 ' 10.0 20.0
2 1 7 8
No 10.0 70.0 80.0
Column 2 8 10
Total 20.0 80.0 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Signifie;
Pearson 1.40625 1 .23568
Continuity Correction .03906 1 .84332
Likelihood Ratio 1.20714 1 .27190
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .37778
Two-Tail .37778
Minimum Expected Frequency - .400
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 3 OF 4 ( 75.0%)
Number of Missing Observations: 0
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V30 Did the school counselor work with you on your strengths and 
weaknesses by V25B Most helpful person: School Counselor
102
V30
Yes
No
Count 
Tot Pet
V25B
Yes
1
Page
No
2
1 1
: 12.5 1
2 : 1 
. 12.5
6
; 75.0
Column 2 6
Total 25.0 75.0
Row
Total
1
12.5
7
87.5
8
1 0 0 . 0
Chi-Square
Pearson
Continuity Correction 
Likelihood Ratio 
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail 
Two-Tail 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 
Cells with Expected Frequency 
Number of Missing Observations
Value DF Significance
3.42857 1 .06408 
.38095 1 .53709 
3.25573 1 .07117
.25000
.25000
.250
< 5  3 OF 4 ( 75.0%)
: 10
V32 Did school counselor work with you on being a self advocate by 
LDVSNLD Sample Group
LDVSNLD Page 1 of 1
Count
Tot Pet LD Non-LD
Row
1 :2 Total
1
Yes
2 : 
11.1 :
4 ' 6 
22.2 33.3
2
No
6 : 
33.3 1
6 12 
33.3 ' 66.7
Column
Total
8
44.4
10 18 
55.6 100.0
Chi-Square Value
Pearson .45000
Continuity Correction .02813
Likelihood Ratio .45691
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - 2.667
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 2 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 0
DF Significance
1 .50233
1 .86682
i .49907
.43665
.63801
4 ( 50.0%)
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V25BZ Most helpful person: School Counselor
by V32Z Did the school counslor work with you on being a self 
advocate
103
V32Z
Count 1 
Tot Pet ! Yes
I 1
Page 1 of 1
No
Row
; 2 i Total
I
' I
2
20.0
1 1 2 
i 20.0
2 i
No 1
2
20.0
j 6 ! 8
60.0 80.0
1 [
Column
Total
4
40.0
6 10 
60.0 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson
Continuity Correction 
Likelihood Ratio 
Fisher's Exact Test: 
One-Tail 
Two-Tail
3.75000
1.27604
4.46287
1
1
1
.05281
.25864
.03464
.13333
.13333
Minimum Expected Frequency - .800 
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF 
Number of Missing Observations: 0
4 (100.0%)
V21A The services the school counselor provided: Self-Advocacy 
Counseling by V25B Most helpful person: School Counselor
V25B
Count 1 
Tot Pet Yes
i 1
Page 1 of 1
No
Row
2 1 Total
1
Yes
1
12.5 1
2 i 3 
25.0 37.5
2
No 1
1 ! 
12.5 ;
4 ! 5 
50.0 1 62.5
Column
Total
2
25.0
6 8 
75.0 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson
Continuity Correction 
Likelihood Ratio 
Fisher's Exact Test: 
One-Tail 
Two-Tail
.17778
.00000
.17425
1
1
1
.67329
1.00000
.67636
.64286
1.00000
M inimum Expected Frequency - .750
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF
Number of Missing Observations : 10
4 (100.0%)
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V31Z Are you receiving services on campus
by V21AZ The services the school counselor provided: Self Advocacy 
Counseling
104
V31Z
Yes
No
Count 
Tot Pet
Column
Total
V21AZ
I
1
No
1
11.1
1
11.1
Page 1 of 1
Row
Total
4
44.4
4
44.4
8
88.9
4
44.4
5
55.6
9
1 0 0 . 0
Chi-Square Value
Pearson .90000
Continuity Correction .00000
Likelihood Ratio 1.27495
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - .444
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5  4 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 1
DF Significance
1 .34278
1 1 . 0 0 0 0 0
1 .25884
.55556
1 . 0 0 0 0 0
4 (100.0%)
V32Z Did the school counselor work with you being self advocate 
by V30Z Did the school counselor work with you on your strengths 
and weaknesses
Count 
Tot Pet
V30Z
Yes
1
V32Z
Yes
No
2
2 0 . 0
Column
Total
2
2 0 . 0
No
Page 1 of 1
Row
Total
2
2 0 . 0
6
60.0
8
80.0
4
40.0 
6
60.0
10
1 0 0 . 0
Chi-Square Value DF Signifie;
Pearson 3.75000 1 .05281
Continuity Correction 1.27604 1 .25864
Likelihood Ratio 4.46287 1 .03464
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .13333
Two-Tail .13333
Minimum Expected Frequency - .800
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 4 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 0
4 (100.0%)
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V21H The services the school counselor provided: Understanding 
your rights by YES34 Did SC work with you on understanding rights 
under the laws
105
V21H
Yes
No
YES34 Page 1 of 1
Count
Tot Pet Yes No
Row
' 1 j 2 1 Total
1 j 1 1 ! 1
12.5 ! 12.5
t
2 1 ! 7 i 7
j 87.5 I 87.5
Column
Total
1
12.5
7
87.5
8
1 0 0 .0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 8.00000 1 .00468
Continuity Correction 1.46939 1 .22544
Likelihood Ratio 6.02832 1 .01408
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail .12500
Two-Tail .12500
Minimum Expected Frequency - .125
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 3 OF 4 ( 75.0%)
Number of Missing Observations : 10
V25B Most helpful person: School Counselor
by YES34 Did SC work with you on understanding rights under the laws
YES34 Page 1 of 1
Count
Tot Pet Yes No
Row
1 2 : Total
V25B --------1-------- —
1 1 ! 1 * 2
Yes 12.5 ! 12.5 25.0
2 i 6 1 6
No 1 75.0 i 75.0
Column 1 7 8
Total 12.5 87.5 100.0
Chi-Square Value DF Significance
Pearson 3.42857 1 .06408
Continuity Correction .38095 1 .53709
Likelihood Ratio 3.25573 1 .07117
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - .250
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 
Number of Missing Observations: 10
.25000
.25000
3 OF 4 ( 75.0%)
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V25B Most helpful person: School Counselor
by V21H The services the school counselor provided: Understanding 
your rights
106
Count 
Tot Pet
V25B
Yes
No
V21H
Yes
I
I 1
No
Page 1 of 1
Row
Total
1
12.5
1
12.5
6
75.0
Column
Total
Chi-Square
1
12.5
7
87.5
2
25.0 
6
75.0 
8
1 0 0 . 0
Value
Pearson 3.42857
Continuity Correction .38095
Likelihood Ratio 3.25573
Fisher's Exact Test:
One-Tail
Two-Tail
Minimum Expected Frequency - .250
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 - 3 OF
Number of Missing Observations: 10
DF Significance
1 .06408
1 .53709
1 .07117
.25000
.25000
4 ( 75.0%)
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APPENDIX m
MATERIALS USED TO CONTACT SUBJECTS
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U N i y
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA LAS VECAS
DA-i: December 11, 1995
TO: Gilliar- Wells (SH3)
M/S 3014
F?.CM Dr. William E. Scbulre. Director 
^'Office of Sponsored Programs CC.3 57)
Status of Human Subject Protocol Entitled:
"Eicamining cne Transitional Services Provided by School 
Counselors to High School Students with Learning 
Disabilities Who Are Collage-Sound"
OS? #205sl2S3-lQ9e
protocol for the project referenced above has been reviewed by 
Cttice of Sponsored Programs, and it has been determined chat 
=---3 the criteria for ezcempticn from full review by the CîiLV 
subjects Institutional Review Soard. Ezccept for any recpuired 
^snnutions or modifications noted below, this protocol is approved 
ssr a period of one year from the date of this notification, and 
work on the project may proceed.
-scu_c tne use of human subjects described in this protocol 
contenue beyond a year from the cate of this notification, it will 
be necessary to request an extension.
=- =acottt (SED-3 314; 
:5? Pile
Cv"ce or Sctrstrsc P-rg-’-vs 
5 '-:2.Vîrc =2r<-.vav • Sex cé‘:"T • _23 Va-^23. \e,eca 
■TCI! 33=-: 2=7 • ,=A< •7C2; 52=-::=:
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TO: English 101 Professors
FROM: Gillian WeUs
Graduate Student, Special Education 
RE: Volunteer for research project
I am a graduate student in the Department of Special Education and I need 
volunteers for my research project. My study is examining students perceptions of the 
transitional services provided by the school counselors to college-bound high school 
students with and without learning disabilities to assist them in self-awareness, self- 
advocacy, and the law.
I am looking for ten volunteers who meet the following criteria:
1. 18 years old or older
2. Freshman or Sophomore in college
3. Attended Clark County School System from grades 10-12
Once the volunteers are chosen, I will conduct a one hour one-on-one interview with 
the students on campus. This study has been approved by the OflBce of Sponsored 
Programs.
If I could make a five minute brief announcement to your class, please contact 
me, Gillian Wells at 895-3205. Any help you could provide would be greatly 
appreciated.
Thank you for your time and cooperation.
Gillian E. Wells 
Graduate Student, Special Education
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CRITERIA
18 YEARS OLD OR OLDER 
FRESHMAN OR SOPHOMORE IN COLLEGE 
ATTENDED CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM FROM 10-12
IF YOU MEET THE CRITERIA AND WOULD LIKE TO VOLUNTEER IN THIS 
RESEARCH PROJECT, PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND PHONE NUMBER 
BELOW.
NAME PHONE NUMBER
1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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STUDENT CONSENT FORM
I AM A MASTERS CANDIDATE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, 
LAS VEGAS. YOU ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN A STUDY 
EXAMINING THE TRANSITIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE SCHOOL 
COUNSELOR TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WITH LEARNING 
DISABILITIES WHO INTEND TO GO ON TO A COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY BY 
THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR. THE EXPECTED LENGTH OF TIME I WILL 
NEED TO INTERVIEW YOU IS TWO HOURS. A ONE- ON-ONE MEETING 
WILL BE CONDUCTED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS. 
YOU WILL BE ASKED A SERIES OF STRUCTURED QUESHONS. THE 
SESSION WILL BE AUDIO TAPED BECAUSE I HAVE A LEARNING 
DISABILITY AND I HAVE TROUBLE BEING ABLE TO PROCESS THE 
INFORMAHON PROVIDED AND SIMULTANEOUSLY TAKE NOTES.
YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS STUDY BECAUSE HIGH SCHOOL 
COUNSELORS WILL BECOME MORE AWARE OF THE TRANSITIONAL 
NEEDS OF STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES WHO ARE 
COLLEGE-BOUND. EACH PARTICIPANT IN THIS STUDY WILL RECEIVE A 
COPY OF THE THESIS ABSTRACT.
THE INFORMATION GATHERED FROM THE SURVEY WILL BE KEPT 
CONFIDENTIAL. A NUMBER WILL TAKE THE PLACE OF YOUR NAME ON
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ALL SURVEYS OR TAPES USED IN YOUR INTERVIEW. THE RESULTS 
WILL BE AGGREGATED ACROSS RESPONDENTS SO THAT RESPONSES OF
irmrviDUALS c a n  n o t  b e  id e n t if ie d , a l l  s u r v e y s  a n d  t a p e s  w il l
BE LOCKED IN A SECURED STORAGE AREA WHEN NOT BEING 
ANALYZED AND ON THE THIRD ANNIVERSARY DATE OF THE THESIS 
APPROVAL WILL BE DESTROYED.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE RESEARCH, PLEASE 
CONTACT GILLIAN WELLS OR MY ADVISOR DR. BEATRICE BABBITT, 
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, 702-895-3205. IF YOU HAVE ANY 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE RIGHTS OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS, PLEASE 
CONTACT THE OFHCE OF SPONSORED PROGRAMS, MS. MARSHA GREEN, 
702-895-1357.
IF YOU DECIDE TO PARHCEPATE, YOU ARE FREE TO WITHDRAW 
YOUR CONSENT AND TO DISCONTINUE PARTICEP AHON IN THE 
RESEARCH PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT REPERCUSSION.
BY SIGNING THIS CONSENT FORM YOU UNDERSTAND THE 
INFORMATION ABOVE AND HAVE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
STUDY.
. DATE  SIGNATURE
  SIGNATURE
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STUDENT 2 CONSENT FORM
I AM A MASTERS CANDIDATE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, 
LAS VEGAS. YOU ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN A STUDY 
EXAMINING STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF THE TRANSITIONAL SERVICES 
PROVIDED BY THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR TO COLLEGE-BOUND HIGH 
SCHOOL STUDENTS WITH AND WITHOUT LEARNING DISABILITIES. THE 
EXPECTED LENGTH OF TIME I WILL NEED TO INTERVIEW YOU IS ONE 
HOUR. A ONE-ON-ONE MEETING WILL BE CONDUCTED ON YOUR 
CAMPUS. YOU WILL BE ASKED A SERIES OF STRUCTURED QUESTIONS. 
THE SESSION WILL BE AUDIO TAPED BECAUSE I HAVE A LEARNING 
DISABILITY AND I HAVE TROUBLE BEING ABLE TO PROCESS THE 
INFORMATION PROVIDED AND SIMULTANEOUSLY TAKE NOTES.
YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS STUDY BY BEING MADE AWARE 
OF SOME OF THE ISSUES CONCERNING THE TRANSITIONAL NEEDS OF 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES AND HIGH 
SCHOOL STUDENTS WITHOUT LEARNING DISABILITIES WHO ARE 
COLLEGE-BOUND. EACH PARTICIPANT IN THIS STUDY WILL RECEIVE A 
COPY OF THE THESIS ABSTRACT.
THE INFORMATION GATHERED FROM THE SURVEY WILL BE KEPT 
CONFIDENTIAL. A NUMBER WILL TAKE THE PLACE OF YOUR NAME ON
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ALL SURVEYS OR TAPES USED IN YOUR INTERVIEW. THE RESULTS 
WILL BE AGGREGATED ACROSS RESPONDENTS SO THAT RESPONSES OF 
INDIVIDUALS CAN NOT BE IDENTIFIED. ALL SURVEYS AND TAPES WILL 
BE LOCKED IN A SECURE STORAGE AREA WHEN NOT BEING ANALYZED 
AND ON THE THIRD ANNIVERSARY DATE OF THE THESIS APPROVAL 
WILL BE DESTROYED.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE RESEARCH, PLEASE 
CONTACT GILLIAN WELLS OR MY ADVISOR D R BEATRICE BABBITT, 
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, 702-895-3205. IF YOU HAVE ANY 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE RIGHTS OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS, PLEASE 
CONTACT THE OFHCE OF SPONSORED PROGRAMS, MS. MARSHA GREEN, 
702-895-1357.
IF YOU DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE, YOU ARE FREE TO WITHDRAW 
YOUR CONSENT AND TO DISCONTINUE PARTICIPATION IN THE 
RESEARCH PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT REPERCUSSION.
BY SIGNING THIS CONSENT FORM YOU UNDERSTAND THE 
INFORMATION ABOVE AND HAVE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
STUDY.
_________ DATE  SIGNATURE
SIGNATURE
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